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Abstract

Introduction: A central tenet of competency-based medical education is formative assessment of trainees. There are no assessments examining resident competence on-call, despite this being a significant component of resident training and characterized by less supervision compared to daytime.

Methods: A national survey was conducted to evaluate the state of assessment in Canadian Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery programs. An on-call assessment tool was developed based on a consensus group and was piloted over six months. Validity of the tool was examined through qualitative and quantitative methods.

Results: There were 63 tools completed across ten residents and seven staff physicians. Tool reliability was 0.67 and scores were significantly correlated to year of training. Staff and residents considered the tool useful, feasible and acceptable.

Conclusions: The on-call assessment tool has multiple sources of validity evidence to support its purpose of assessing surgical resident competence on-call. Further research is required to assess tool generalizability.
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Summary for Lay Audience

The training of a surgeon is complex. In Canada, resident physicians become independent practicing surgeons by being immersed in a five-year work-based curriculum during which they receive didactic teaching as well as supervised hands-on experience. Assessment of knowledge and performance is important in determining whether a trainee is progressing as expected and to provide feedback to enhance future performance. The current residency curriculum focuses on frequent, low-stakes assessment of trainees in the workplace. However, currently there are few assessments during the on-call period when supervisors are often not present, and residents function with greater autonomy.

We surveyed residents and program directors from all Canadian Plastic & Reconstructive Surgery training programs and confirmed that there is a lack of assessment on-call. Residents and program directors believed a more formal way of assessment would be beneficial.

A tool was developed with input from surgeons experienced in medical education that could be used to assess resident performance on-call. This tool was piloted in the Division of Plastic & Reconstructive Surgery in London, Ontario. Ten residents were assessed by seven staff physicians across 63 instances. The tool was able to differentiate between residents of advancing training level. More occasions of scoring will be needed to improve reliability of the tool.

We interviewed four residents and three staff physicians who participated in the pilot to better understand the utility and impact of the tool. Analysis of the interview transcripts revealed there was a positive impact on the amount of feedback given as well as standardization of the feedback process. In addition, the pilot results suggested potential refinements that could be made to improve the practicality of the assessment. However, there was general agreement the tool design was acceptable and useful.

Overall, this thesis offers a better understanding of the landscape of feedback and assessment on-call for surgical trainees. It also provides an assessment tool that can be used to facilitate feedback and learning on-call. Further work should be done to see if this tool is more broadly applicable.
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Preface

Problem Statement

Competency-based medical education (CBME) is the current standard of postgraduate, specialty medical training in Canada. Success of CBME depends on regular assessment of resident competence across all care settings. Residents spend a significant portion of time throughout training on-call. During the on-call period, residents often have increased autonomy compared to daytime hours and practice decision-making and technical skills without direct supervision. Assessment of on-call performance would be very beneficial to the learning process. However, there are currently no formative assessment tools available to surgical educators to provide feedback to residents based on their on-call performance.

Thesis Objectives

1. To understand the baseline level of feedback and assessment on-call that exists in Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery programs across Canada through a national survey.
2. To identify key elements of surgical resident competence on-call using consensus group methodology.
3. To develop a formative assessment tool to evaluate surgical resident competence on-call.
4. To collect validity evidence for use of the assessment tool within the Division of Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery at our institution.
5. To understand the impact of tool implementation on residents and staff through qualitative interviews.
Chapter 1

1 Literature Review

1.1 A Review of Competency-Based Medical Education and Assessment.

1.1.1 A Background on Medical Training and CBME

The first “modern” surgical residency training program was established by William Stewart Halsted in 1889 at Johns Hopkins University. This was a time-based apprenticeship model with successful completion subjectively determined by Halsted after an average of eight years of training. This program produced true “general” surgeons, prior to the advent of surgical specialization. Over the ensuing century, postgraduate medical and surgical education evolved into a more objective and structured process but fundamentally remained a time-based, apprenticeship model in which trainees spent designated amounts of time obtaining clinical exposure to a specific field. Successful completion has been, and still is, determined by a high-stakes, final summative examination. Recently, there has been a call to improve upon the time-based model to ensure trainees receive and document the required clinical experiences and feedback necessary to become competent in their specialty. As it became evident that the time-based training model did not necessarily cover all important skills and experiences, competency-based medical education (CBME) was developed.

Competency-based models were first introduced to the broader medical field in 1978 as part of a report to the World Health Organization. The models were described as “an outcomes-based approach to the design, implementation, assessment and evaluation of a medical education program using an organizing framework of competencies.” While proposed to the medical field over forty years ago, only recently has the transition gained momentum and seen increased adoption.

As mentioned, CBME was partially born out of criticisms of previous curricula, in that they failed to ensure all graduates displayed competence in the areas necessary for
independent practice. Other forces behind this transition, include duty hour restrictions and a greater focus on reducing medical errors and enhancing patient safety. Compared to prior training models, trainee advancement in CBME is based on demonstration of competence for specific tasks, as well as knowledge application in real clinical settings. An outcomes-based approach to education such as this is thought to help ensure preparation for independent practice in our era of greater accountability and scrutiny.

CBME also promotes learner-centeredness, where trainees are more responsible for their progress and theoretically have flexibility to adjust time dedicated to various clinical duties and tasks. Finally, this model emphasizes frequent formative assessments which is a pedagogical strategy thought to improve learning experiences.

### 1.1.2 Outcomes in CBME

As CBME prioritizes outcomes, a central challenge is how to decide and design relevant outcomes for each specialty. Once these are established, the subsequent challenge is deciding how to assess and evaluate these outcomes demonstrating trainee competence. Several organizations have conceptualized what a CBME curriculum may look like. In Canada, The Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons of Canada (RCPSC) has designated seven domains or CanMEDs roles that are considered general competencies for all physicians. These include medical expert, advocate, leader, scholar, communicator, collaborator and professional. In 2015, the RCPSC introduced their version of CBME to Canadian residency programs called “Competence by Design” (CBD) which is a hybrid model of CBME and time-based learning. Important terms and concepts in the CBD model include “competency”, “milestone”, and “entrustable professional activities”. Competency is “an observable ability of a health care professional that develops through stages of expertise from novice to master clinician”, while a milestone is defined as “the expected ability of a health care professional at a stage of expertise”. Entrustable professional activities (EPAs) were originally defined by Ten Cate and are “a key task of a discipline that can be entrusted to an individual who possesses the appropriate level of competence”. EPAs are designed as outcome measures specific to each individual medical or surgical specialty.
In the United States, The Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education (ACGME), has a similar system. ACGME released their six Core Competencies in 1999: patient care, medical knowledge, practice-based learning and improvement, interpersonal and communication skills, professionalism, and systems-based practice\textsuperscript{14}. ACGME subsequently updated their curriculum in 2020 to “provide narrative descriptors of the Competencies and sub-competencies along a developmental continuum…”\textsuperscript{14}. Many parallels can be drawn between the initiatives of both the RCPSC and ACGME suggesting that CBME is the future of medical and surgical training.

1.1.3 Assessment in CBME

Medical educators need ways to monitor and document trainee progression, provide feedback, and evaluate competency. In this way, outcomes and assessment are intertwined in the CBME model. Assessment in basic terms involves testing, collecting measures of performance which is then utilized to provide feedback\textsuperscript{14}(p20). The toolbox of assessments available to graduate programs for these purposes is diverse and many different outcomes may be assessed. As a trainee progresses in their training, assessments should analyze different and more complex outcomes. One common way of conceptualizing this is through Miller’s pyramid of assessment\textsuperscript{1}. At the basic level, trainees are assessed if they “know”, the next assessment would be if they “know how”, then if they can “show how” and finally if they can “do” a defined task\textsuperscript{1}. Individual assessment techniques can be thought of as applicable to one or more of these levels. A typical multi-choice question exam is an example of assessing the “knows” level, and written essays are an example of assessing “knows how”. These assessment types can be used to evaluate knowledge acquisition and application in theory. Many of the high-stakes and summative assessments that regulatory bodies rely on also occupy these levels. Simulation and objective structured clinical exams (OSCEs) are examples of assessments in the “shows how” levels.

The fourth level of Miller’s pyramid, “does”, can be more complex to assess. Methods of assessment in the “does” level include chart or electronic medical record review, direct observation in clinical environments, end-of-rotation evaluations, multi-source feedback and case logs\textsuperscript{1}. Many medical educators believe CBME assessments should fall primarily
within this level\textsuperscript{16,17}. The reasoning for this is twofold: (1) assessment at the “does” level is thought to provide deeper meaning for a trainee and helps build upon the cognitive processes of clinical decision-making\textsuperscript{18} which is in line with another CBME principle of prioritizing the use of assessment for learning instead of assessment of learning\textsuperscript{16,19}, and (2) these assessments may demonstrate competence for a specific task.

Many of the assessment methods in the “does” level fall into the general category of workplace-based assessments (WBAs). WBAs are designed to assess outcomes within the workplace context, documenting real-world performance, as a proxy for what will be done in independent practice\textsuperscript{20}. WBAs are considered a cornerstone of CBME\textsuperscript{21,22}.

### 1.1.4 Assessment in Surgery

In 2009, the Division of Orthopedic Surgery at the University of Toronto became the first surgical training program in the world to initiate a competency-based program\textsuperscript{23}. Since then, CBME has been increasingly implemented in surgical specialties across Canada and with the adoption of CBD by the Royal College, all surgical programs will transition to this model. The RCPSC has tasked each surgical specialty with defining surgical competencies for their field and design a CBD curriculum based upon these. Surgical competence can be broadly defined as “the ability to apply professional knowledge, skills, and attitude to new and familiar tasks in all clinical environments”\textsuperscript{24}. Both technical and non-technical skills must be learned and applied. For surgical specialties, procedural skills in the operating room are the most obvious, but care of inpatients, seeing patients in clinic, and in the emergency department are also important. Outcomes and assessment in surgery must cover technical and non-technical skills ideally in all clinical environments.

There are a plethora of assessment tools specific to surgery as no single tool can assess all dimensions of competency and each tool comes with its own benefits and limitations\textsuperscript{9,25}. A systematic review of technical skills assessment tools in surgery found the most commonly used tool was the Objective Structured Assessment Tool Skills (OSATS), which is used to assess technical skills through simulation and has been applied across numerous surgical specialties\textsuperscript{26,27}. Other tools to assess technical skills include the Ottawa
Surgical Competency Operating Room Evaluation (O-SCORE)\textsuperscript{28}, the Global Operative Assessment of Laparoscopic Skills (GOALS)\textsuperscript{29}, Global Rating Scales (GRS)\textsuperscript{30}, and the Global Evaluative Assessment of Robotic Skills (GEARS)\textsuperscript{31}. Tools examining non-technical skills in surgery include the Non-Technical Skills Assessment in Surgery (NOTSS)\textsuperscript{32}, the Observational Teamwork Assessment in Surgery (OTAS)\textsuperscript{33}, the Ottawa Clinic Assessment Tool (OCAT)\textsuperscript{34}, the Surgeons’ Leadership Inventory (SLI)\textsuperscript{35}, among others. As is evident, surgical educators have a varied toolbox of assessments to choose from and identifying the appropriate tool for each task is challenging. Having a good understanding of the principles of assessment can help.

1.1.5 Principles of Good Assessment

Research in the medical education literature suggests several ways to design and optimize assessment tools. Norcini et al. 2011 outlined seven consensus criteria for good assessment: 1) validity or coherence, 2) reproducibility or consistency, 3) equivalence, 4) feasibility, 5) educational effect, 6) catalytic effect and 7) acceptability\textsuperscript{14}. The authors acknowledged that no single set of criteria applies equally well across all situations and the weight placed on each criterion will differ depending on the assessment and stakeholders. For example, with a high-stakes licensing examination, validity and reliability are more important; conversely, for certain formative assessments, the educational effect or feasibility may be prioritized. The idea that the weight associated with each criterion differs depending on the situation is similar to the Utility of Assessment Methods model outlined by van der Vleuten in 1996\textsuperscript{36}. In that paper, the five contributing variables to utility were reliability, validity, educational impact, acceptability, and cost. Within this model, an individual assessment tool could be thought of as having different weights assigned to each variable, which contribute to the overall utility of the tool.

Lockyer at al. discussed core principles of assessment specific to CBME\textsuperscript{16}. These included using assessment \textit{for} learning, active engagement of learners and designing assessment within the “does” level of the Miller pyramid. Additionally, they highlighted the importance of using multiple methods of assessments, multiple assessors who are appropriately selected and trained, and employing psychometrics. Multiple methods of
assessment are important to compensate for the shortcomings of any one technique and both qualitative and quantitative data have their role in CBME assessment. Multiple assessors are needed to mitigate assessor bias, leniency, and halo effects. The discussion surrounding psychometrics included the changing role and definitions of aspects like validity and reliability\textsuperscript{16}.

1.1.6 Assessment Challenges in CBME

While principles exist to aid in good assessment design, many challenges still remain in assessment implementation in CBME including time constraints and feasibility\textsuperscript{14,37–40}, as well as a lack of understanding of purpose and underlying doubts about their ultimate educational value\textsuperscript{37,41}. Forty-one percent of surgical trainees and surgeons in a United Kingdom survey found the time required to complete mandatory WBAs online negatively impacted training overall, while only 6\% believed it positively impacted training\textsuperscript{38}. A narrative literature review of articles from 2005 to 2015 found consistent trainee concerns regarding the time required to complete WBAs\textsuperscript{37}. Many WBAs are considered too bureaucratic, complex and too much of an administrative burden\textsuperscript{39}. These issues are only amplified in CBME with its emphasis on more frequent assessments. There is a fine line between too few assessments and assessment overload\textsuperscript{42}. To help avoid assessor fatigue, it is recommended assessments should be available for the right purpose at the right time through optimal use of multiple assessors and tools\textsuperscript{16}.

Another barrier to WBA implementation has been a lack of misunderstanding of the purpose of WBA. The high-frequency and low-stakes assessments in CBME are meant to be formative. While designed for learning and feedback, trainees may still think of them as summative in nature\textsuperscript{39,43–45}. As a result of this, trainee engagement is negatively affected, and trainees may avoid discussing cases that are more complex or difficult\textsuperscript{37}. Encounters which should be helping learners refine their skills and improve their knowledge are avoided, interfering with the intended educational effect\textsuperscript{41}.

1.1.7 The On-Call Period

Progressive independence is a pillar of clinical training and medical education\textsuperscript{46}. It is the process of increasing trainee independence in patient care delivery while simultaneously
decreasing levels of supervision\textsuperscript{46}. Traditionally, the highest levels of independence and autonomy experienced by residents has been during the on-call period, when supervising physicians are often not in hospital. Residents on-call often function semi-autonomously. Supervising physicians should be easily reachable when needed, but even so, the act of residents requesting staff support is complex, highly context dependent and depends on trainee and supervisor characteristics meaning residents may manage more than they would compared to if staff were present\textsuperscript{47,48}. Although lacking robust empirical evidence, perceived benefits of trainee independence include an association with themes of increased trainee confidence, readiness for independent practice, and the development of clinical decision-making skills and professional identity. A decrease in trainee autonomy could have the unintended consequences of producing clinicians with limited experience functioning independently. Our knowledge on the true impact of resident autonomy on-call is limited\textsuperscript{1,2}, but anyone who has been through the process of seeing a patient overnight without a supervising physician present in hospital for immediate backup can relate to how impactful an experience it can be.

To better understand the impact of the on-call period, we must understand what residents “do” overnight and on-call. A time-motion study looking at how general surgery residents at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill teaching hospitals spend their time on-call found 20% of the night was spent evaluating patients, 57% on activities of daily living and the rest of the night was split between communication, pages, procedures and other miscellaneous items\textsuperscript{52}. Residents in this study completed an average of eight patient evaluations per night. A 2014 study examining the experience of plastic surgery residents and fellows on-call found that most received 6-9 calls per night, and a large majority (83.6\%) reported they “mostly” or “always” were called back into the hospital after leaving\textsuperscript{53}. Most programs in this study used a “home-call” set-up, considered by some to reflect an attending surgeon’s practice more realistically, preparing residents for that aspect of independent care\textsuperscript{53}. A time-motion study of general surgery residents at a Canadian academic centre found that in a 15-hour call period (from 17:00 to 08:00) there were, on average, 2 hours of direct care and over 6 hours of indirect care, which included medical record use, documentation, handover, and team communication\textsuperscript{54}. Another group examined the activities performed by residents on surgery “night-float” at the University
of Oklahoma Health Sciences Center\textsuperscript{55}. It found most of the time was spent doing educational activities and residents expressed overwhelming support in favour of the night float system as an educational experience and a way to benefit from level-appropriate autonomy\textsuperscript{55}. In Ontario, residents can spend up to one-in-three nights on-call as per Ontario Provincial contracts, meaning the on-call period encompasses a significant portion of the educational experience. The overall on-call period is a unique opportunity for resident learning under conditions of increased autonomy. To optimize the educational impact of autonomous practice, including that which is done on-call, instruments are necessary to provide meaningful feedback for trainees\textsuperscript{50}. However, there are no widely used assessment or feedback tools to look at on-call performance or competence.

A group of Internal Medicine educators proposed the use of a 360-degree assessment tool as a way to assess resident performance overnight when not being directly observed, but this has not been trialed yet\textsuperscript{56}.

The University of Cincinnati and University of Iowa Ophthalmology programs developed the On-Call Assessment Tool (OCAT) to evaluate, what the authors described as, three critical aspects of on-call performance: patient care, timeliness, and sense of urgency\textsuperscript{57}. These aspects were identified based on a literature review. The study examined the face, content, and discriminative validity of the tool, but did not provide evidence based on modern validity theories and did not examine reliability. This is the only tool identified as being specific to the on-call period; however, it is not widely applicable to other surgical specialties or hospitals and was not developed using modern medical education assessment development principles.

1.1.8 Direct and Indirect Supervision

An obstacle to meaningful assessment of residents based on their on-call performance is the lack of direct supervision. In general, medical educators contend that assessment of resident clinical activities should ideally be done after direct observation\textsuperscript{18,58,59}. Trainees and physician supervisors also agree on the importance of direct observation\textsuperscript{60}. The definition of direct observation varies, but one group defined it as "the active process of
watching learners perform in order to develop an understanding of how they apply their knowledge and skills to clinical practice"⁵⁹. Direct observation, as opposed to feedback or assessment based on indirect observation or inferences, is thought to improve the reliability and validity of clinical performance ratings and assessments⁶¹, and pedagogically it’s use makes sense.

Arranging for direct observation in the clinical setting, even during regular daytime hours, can be difficult. Feedback based on direct observation may not be feasible given workflow demands, a desire for increasing trainee independence, or because many tasks are inherently not amenable to direct observation²²,²³. Despite knowing that it is important and valued, direct observation in the workplace happens infrequently⁶²–⁶⁵. Direct observation also comes with its own drawbacks as some trainees express experiencing significant anxiety and discomfort associated when being observed⁴²,⁵⁹. Given these concerns, educators recognize that indirect observations can and should play a role in assessment and provision of feedback alongside direct observation²²,²³. More importantly, the most unique feature of on-call performance is the lack of direct supervision with resultant learner autonomy.

### 1.1.9 Summary

CBME is the standard of postgraduate training in Canada. CBME emphasizes assessment of competence and knowledge application in real clinical settings as well as the application of frequent low-stakes formative assessments that occupy the “does” level of Miller’s pyramid of assessment. WBAs have been designed to meet these criteria, evaluate outcomes in the workplace context and document performance as a proxy for what will be done in independent practice. WBAs are considered the cornerstone of CBME. The pressure and burden on programs to regularly evaluate their trainees is high within CBME. As a result, it is important to ensure the assessments being used are of high quality (in terms of validity, feasibility, educational impact, etc.), and that they actively engage learners. There should also be multiple methods of assessments and multiple assessors should be used to reduce the burden on any one individual.
An aspect of clinical training that historically has had limited assessment or evaluation is the time residents spend on-call. The on-call period encompasses a significant portion of workhours across the course of a residency and is characterized by indirect supervision and increased autonomy compared to daytime hours. Despite this, there are no assessments designed to assess performance on-call. Assessments can be used to provide meaningful feedback to optimize the educational impact of semi-autonomous clinical practice on-call. This project aims to build on research in the field of resident assessment specific to the on-call period.
1.2 Review of Methodology

This section examines consensus group methodology and psychometric analysis of assessment tools in further detail.

1.2.1 Consensus Group Methodology

Empirical evidence in the field of medical education is often limited\(^66\). In fields where published literature is incomplete or inadequate, consensus group methods provide a means of harnessing and synthesizing the insights of experts\(^66,67\). Consensus group methods like Delphi and Nominal Group Technique (NGT) are widely used in the field of medicine and medical education\(^66,67\). The rationale for using consensus groups is based on several assumptions about group decision making compared to individual decision making\(^68\). These include: a selected group of individuals is likely to provide some level of authority, decisions are improved when they undergo group challenges and when members justify their views, and the likelihood of making a wrong decision is lower with more rather than fewer people\(^68\). Structured methodology is needed to impart credibility, but also to organize potentially complex and varied opinions and ensure each group member can contribute meaningfully. Ultimately, if the group arrives at a consensus, the consensus can be accepted and applied by others going forward. Some key features of formal consensus groups as outlined by Humphrey-Murto et al. are: anonymity, iteration, controlled feedback, statistical group response and structured interaction\(^69\). Downsides of consensus group methods include the potential for bias from selection of participants, or results may end up capturing collective ignorance if the group is not appropriate\(^68\). Additionally, consensus groups cannot be used in place of rigorous empirical evidence, but rather should be thought of as a first step in the process of further data collection and comparison against actual observable events\(^67,70\).

1.2.1.1 Delphi Method

Within medical education literature, 75% of papers that employ consensus group methods use the Delphi and modified Delphi methods\(^66\). The Delphi method often involves mailing out a survey or questionnaire to expert participants, with samples ranging from 4 to 3000 participants\(^71\). After responses are collected by return mail, ratings are combined
and sent back to the participants to review. At that time, they can usually re-rank. The number of iterations or times the survey is sent out to the sample depends on the project. A benefit of the Delphi method is the ability to involve large numbers of participants who are unable to meet in person or amongst whom discussion is not necessary.

1.2.1.2 Nominal Group Technique (NGT)

Nominal Group Technique functions as a structured group interaction involving 5 to 12 participants. It is often used for item generation and provides an opportunity for face-to-face discussion. Item generation is done based on a nominal question related to the overarching issues or construct of interest and occurs in a round-robin fashion. Item generation continues until no further original ideas are provided. This is followed by group discussion and justification of each item in turn. Usually, members then vote anonymously on the items and the voting results are fed back to the group. Voting may continue for a set number of rounds or until consensus is achieved. NGT has been used to develop assessment tools, inform curricula, and establish medical education priorities. A limitation specific to NGT is that it is typically suited to examine only one idea or question in a single session. Table 1 compares the Delphi and NGT methods.
Table 1. Overview of consensus group methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Consensus Group Method</th>
<th>Delphi</th>
<th>NGT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Format of Meeting/Voting</td>
<td>Mailed</td>
<td>In person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approximate Number of Participants</td>
<td>4-3000</td>
<td>4-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private Decisions Elicited</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formal Feedback on Group Choices</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structured Interaction</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group Discussion</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Common Uses</td>
<td>Curriculum development</td>
<td>Item generation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Adapted from Jones & Hunter 1995, Humphrey-Murto et al. 2017

1.2.2 Validity in Medical Education

Validity is considered by many as the most important characteristic of assessment data, as without it, assessment data has little to no meaning. All assessments require validity evidence, which is used to support or refute an interpretation assigned to assessment results. For example, imagine we are using an assessment tool to help decide about whether a resident is competent to perform a specific operation. The score a resident obtains may suggest they are indeed competent and this score or assignment of
“competence” can be thought of a hypothesis generated based on the tool. To support or refute the hypothesis generated through use of the tool, we require validity evidence. Validity is required because most assessments deal with specific constructs or “intangible collections of abstract concepts or principle”\textsuperscript{77,78}. There is no perfect way of scoring or assessing an intangible concept, but validity evidence shows us how close we are to approximating it. Like any other hypothesis, a validity hypothesis can be tested by collecting evidence and organizing it into a validity argument. Using the example of the operating room assessment tool, resident competence is a relatively abstract concept with multiple interpretations but using a “valid” assessment tool designed to assess competence allows us to approximate.

Validity in the classical framework was divided into three components - content validity, criterion validity, and construct validity\textsuperscript{79}. The classical framework has been replaced by contemporary theories, best described by Messick\textsuperscript{80} and Kane\textsuperscript{81}. In these theories, all validity relates to construct validity. Messick defines validity as “the degree to which evidence and theory support the interpretations of test scores for proposed uses of tests”\textsuperscript{80}. He described five distinguishable aspects or sources of validity evidence: content evidence, response process evidence, internal structure evidence, relations to other variables evidence, and consequences evidence. An additional sixth aspect, generalizability, was later added and is synonymous with reliability\textsuperscript{82}. A description of these aspects follows.

**Content evidence:** A description of steps taken to ensure that assessment content (questions, prompts, items, instructions, etc.) reflect the construct the assessment is intended to measure\textsuperscript{83}. Evidence examples include obtaining expert review, ensuring revisions to content as needed, and basing the assessment on previously used tools\textsuperscript{77,84}.

**Response evidence:** An evaluation of how well rater or examinee responses align with the intended construct\textsuperscript{83}. Evidence examples include assessor training, use of construct-aligned scales, familiarity of stakeholders with formatting, and providing a rationale for combining scoring methods\textsuperscript{77,84}.
**Internal structure evidence**: Examines the relations among the individual items and how they relate to the underlying construct\(^{72,73}\). Evidence examples include conducting an item analysis looking at inter-item correlation or item-total correlation, or generalizability studies\(^{77,84}\).

**Relations to other variables evidence**: Examines the associations between assessment scores and other measures which are thought to share a specific theoretical relationship\(^{83}\). Evidence examples include association with another clinical care measure, educational data or training level\(^{84}\). The relationship can be positive (e.g., using two measures which look at the same construct) or negligible (e.g., for two measures which should be independent).

**Consequences evidence**: Focused on the impact or consequences of an assessment itself and the decisions and action that result\(^{83,85}\). Evidence examples include the general impact of scores on students and society and consequences for future learning and teaching and acceptability\(^{77,84,85}\). Importantly, the positive consequences of an assessment tool should outweigh the negative consequences, and negative consequences should not result from another source of test invalidity.

**Reliability**: Refers generally to the consistency of an assessment and can reflect consistency between different raters, items within a tool, stations, different occasions, etc. depending on the type of assessment\(^{78}\). It is a necessary but insufficient condition for validity. Derived from Classical Test Theory (CTT), reliability can be defined as the ratio between “true variance” and “total variance”. Reliability can be reflected in many ways, through reliability statistics or coefficients, the most well-known being Cronbach’s alpha, which measures internal consistency. In the case of an assessment tool looking at surgical resident competence, Cronbach’s alpha reflects how strongly each individual item on the tool depends on the surgical resident’s competence. A higher alpha value indicates greater alignment around the construct of interest (competence). An alpha of 0.9 or higher has been suggested as important for very high-stakes tests (e.g., licensing exams), whereas an alpha of 0.7 to 0.79 is acceptable for lower-stakes assessments (e.g., formative assessments delivered locally)\(^{86,87}\). However, even tools with scores below 0.70
may still be useful as one component of an overall assessment program. Generalizability Theory (G-Theory) is an extension of CTT and is used when assessments become more complex\textsuperscript{78,88}. G-Theory, unlike CTT, can examine more than one source of variance, which is particularly useful for complex assessments like WBAs where score variance can arise from raters, subjects, tool items, different occasions, etc. Each potential source of variance is called a \textit{facet}. Conducting a Generalizability Study (G-study) provides outputs of the variance components by means of a repeated measures ANOVA. Further steps can be taken in a Decision Study (D-study) to look at ways in which theoretically altering the various \textit{facets}, like changing the number of raters, or number of items on a scale, may change reliability.

As mentioned, Kane has contributed a modern framework to study validity as well, writing that validity should be thought of, not as a number, but rather as an argument that supports the final judgement\textsuperscript{81,89}. There is a clear focus in Kane’s work on creating a purpose statement and accompanying assumptions for an assessment, which provides a “interpretation / use argument” or IUA. The subsequent step is to evaluate the IUA with logic and data to create a “validity argument”. The work outlines four categories of assumptions or inferences to consider: scoring, generalization, extrapolation, and decisions.

For the purposes of this thesis report, Messick’s framework will be used\textsuperscript{80}. There are several other important considerations when looking at validity. One is the notion that validity is on a continuum and is not dichotomous. Within a study it is possible to have validity evidence to support one inference, but not another, and validity is not all or nothing\textsuperscript{90}. Gathering validity evidence should be an ongoing process, not something that is carried out initially when implementing or designing a tool and then forgotten. An example of this ongoing process is outlined in a paper by Kinnear et al., in which they examine their process of collecting validity evidence for a WBA\textsuperscript{84}. Another consideration is that the quantity or extent of validity evidence required depends highly on the purpose of the assessment. When the attribute being studied is simple and straightforward, the evidence required should be small, but reasonable, while more complex attributes necessitate stronger evidence\textsuperscript{78}. For example, a summative assessment like a RCPSC
exam requires more validity evidence than a low-stakes formative feedback assessment tool. The type of evidence required also differs based on the purpose of the tool. While internal structure may be less important for a formative tool, the consequences of the tool may be critical to ensure the tool is having its intended educational impact. Norcini et al. emphasized this point, even proposing that assessment characteristics like catalytic effect, educational effects and to a slightly lesser extent, acceptability and feasibility, are equally as important as validity when looking at formative assessments.

Despite the consensus that validity is essential, the validity evidence presented for medical education assessments tools is, in general, scarce. This holds true across multiple assessment categories including those looking at surgical technical skills, simulation-based assessment, and tools used for direct observation of clinical skills. A systematic review of simulation-based assessment in medical education found that out of 217 studies reporting 2 or more sources of validity evidence, 24% of studies made no reference to a validity framework, 69% cited an outdated or limited framework not well accepted, and only 3% referenced Messick’s framework, while none referenced Kane’s.

1.2.3 Summary
Consensus group methods like Delphi and NGT are regularly used in the field of medical education. These techniques harness the insights of a group of experts when published empirical evidence is limited. NGT works a structured group interaction and is often used for item generation based on a nominal question or construct of interest. It is typically suited to examine only one idea or question in a session. Delphi method often involves a larger group of participants who are unable to meet in person and is most often used for curriculum development in medical education.

Validity is an essential component of assessment design and implementation, as without validity assessment data has little meaning. Despite this premise, the validity evidence for most assessment tools used in medical education is scarce. There are multiple frameworks used to describe validity. In this thesis we will apply Messick’s framework which focuses on 5 main sources of validity evidence: content, response process, internal
structure, relations to other variables and consequences. We will use consensus group methods and apply the principles of validity theory in the design and testing of our assessment tool.
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2 Assessing the Current State of Feedback and Assessment On-Call in Canadian Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery Programs

2.1 Introduction

There are currently no established tools used for formative assessment of residents on-call. Assessments are a critical component of an outcomes-based competency curriculum and should be designed primarily to facilitate learning and feedback. To improve feedback and learning on-call, it is important to understand what the current state of feedback and assessment is. Much of the current literature focuses on understanding what activities residents do on-call, in particular comparing the proportion of “educational” and “non-educational” activities. There is some literature on the state of feedback and learning more specifically on-call; however, this is largely based on night float call designs. One study collected survey responses from residents on a surgical night float system and found that nearly half of resident respondents say they receive feedback regarding clinical decisions made at night, and when asked after their call shift, 46% strongly agreed they receive feedback regarding procedural skills on-call. Little is known about the state of feedback and assessment specific to the home-call system which the majority of North American plastic and reconstructive surgery programs employ.

There are critical differences among the various on-call shift designs of night float vs. in-house call vs. home-call. Differences include team size, staff presence, general level of supervision, etc. and the differences make it impossible to rely on evidence from other designs to inform the situation for home-call. Drolet at al. reported on some general trainee perceptions regarding the home-call set-up, in the context of work-hour restrictions, but further information is needed.

Informal discussion with residents in the Western University program identified a gap in on-call feedback. We wanted to establish whether this gap exists in other programs as well. Therefore, the purpose of this study is to examine the current state of feedback and assessment on-call in Canadian PRS programs. We will investigate whether residents are
interested in receiving more feedback and what areas of practice they want this feedback to encompass. This study will provide guidance for the development of our assessment tool which will be discussed in the next chapter.

2.2 Methods

In order to understand the current state of feedback and assessment on-call in Canadian PRS programs, an online survey was developed to nationally sample residents and program directors. We sought to outline the volume of on-call shifts per month, clinical volume during a shift, typical supervision levels by staff, and resident satisfaction with feedback given based on patient encounters on-call. We wanted to identify any current methods of on-call assessment being used. We also wanted to see whether need for an on-call assessment tool was expressed by other residents or program directors. Questions within the survey were developed based on these goals and review of the literature. We included both closed and open-ended questions.

This survey was approved by the Research Ethics Board of London Health Sciences Centre and Western University (Appendix 1).

Participants: Inclusion criteria included any Canadian Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery (PRS) residency program director or postgraduate year (PGY) 2-5 residents. At the time of data collection, there were 138 potential participants, 126 resident participants and 12 program directors, distributed across 12 residency programs. Resident numbers were confirmed through communication with each program’s administrative assistant. Exclusion criteria included being in the PGY-1 training year because they may not have had sufficient on-call exposure for informed survey completion based on when the survey was open for completion (Sep-Oct 2021).

Recruitment: An email containing an invitation to complete the survey was sent to program administrators and then distributed to all potential participants (see Appendix 2 for email script). One reminder email was sent two weeks after the initial invitation.
Data Collection: The anonymous survey was created using REDCap (Research Electronic Data Capture) software. See Appendix 3 for the survey.

Analysis: Data was analyzed using descriptive statistics using Excel® (Microsoft).

2.3 Results

The overall survey response rate was 30% (n = 41/138). Forty-two percent (5/12) of program directors responded and twenty-nine percent of PGY2-5 residents (36/126). One resident participant did not fully complete the survey and therefore was left out of the reported results that follow.

Participant Characteristics and On-Call Burden

The characteristics of resident participants and reported on-call burden are presented in Table 2.
### Table 2. Resident survey participant characteristics and on-call burden

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PGY-level</th>
<th>n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>14 (39)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>8 (22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>9 (25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5 (14)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of on-call shifts per month</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0-1</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-4</td>
<td>4 (11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-7</td>
<td>21 (58)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-10</td>
<td>11 (31)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of consults per on-call shift</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0-1</td>
<td>1 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-4</td>
<td>31 (86)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-7</td>
<td>4 (11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8+</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Excluding cases that go to the operating room, 86% (30/35) of residents reported they usually received indirect supervision (defined as communication with staff remotely by phone) on-call. One resident reported usually receiving direct supervision and one resident reported no supervision (no communication with staff until morning handover). Three residents reported supervision was usually provided by a senior resident as opposed to staff. Of the residents receiving indirect supervision, 63% (19/30) often discuss management plans with staff, 23% (7/30) always discuss and 13% (4/30) rarely discuss.

The reported level of resident satisfaction with the amount of feedback and quality of feedback given on-call by staff can be seen in Figures 1 and 2, respectively.

**Figure 1.** Resident satisfaction with amount of feedback
Eighty-nine percent (31/35) of residents noted their program does not currently use a tool or form to provide feedback to residents on-call. Three residents reported their program uses a tool or form and described these as monthly reviews, quarterly reviews, or EPAs. One resident was unsure.

Sixty-six percent (23/35) of residents believed they would benefit from having a more formal method of receiving feedback, while 17% (6/35) disagreed and 17% (6/35) were unsure.

**Program Director Responses**

Four program directors agreed there is more room for feedback to be given to residents based on on-call performance, with one program director being unsure. Four program directors said they do not use a tool or form to provide feedback to residents based on on-call performance. The one program director who did use a tool or form used a locally developed tool to provide feedback on procedures. Three program directors believed residents and staff would benefit from having a tool or form available, while two were unsure. Program directors reported which CanMEDs roles they considered to be important when assessing residents on-call (Table 3).
Table 3. Voting results on importance of CanMEDs roles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CanMEDs Role</th>
<th>No. responding Yes (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Medical Expert</td>
<td>5 (100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communicator</td>
<td>5 (100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leader</td>
<td>5 (100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaborator</td>
<td>4 (80)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional</td>
<td>4 (80)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Advocate</td>
<td>2 (40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scholar</td>
<td>1 (20)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Residents were asked which aspects of their on-call encounters they would want feedback on, while program directors were asked which aspects they believe are important to assess and provide feedback on for residents. These results are reported in Table 4.
Table 4. Resident and program director responses to on-call feedback aspects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Residents</th>
<th>Program Directors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No. responding Yes (%)</td>
<td>No. responding Yes (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall clinical judgement</td>
<td>30 (85)</td>
<td>5 (100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical outcomes</td>
<td>29 (83)</td>
<td>3 (60)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development of management plan</td>
<td>25 (71)</td>
<td>5 (100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical-related decisions</td>
<td>23 (66)</td>
<td>2 (40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall patient satisfaction with encounter</td>
<td>11 (31)</td>
<td>2 (40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication with medical team (documentation, handover)</td>
<td>6 (17)</td>
<td>5 (100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient satisfaction with communication</td>
<td>5 (14)</td>
<td>2 (40)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In an open-ended question, we asked if individuals had other comments or thoughts with regards to assessment or feedback for residents on-call. These answers are included in Appendix 4.
2.4 Discussion

The purpose of this survey was to examine the current state of feedback and assessment on-call in Canadian PRS program. We sought to gather responses from both residents and program directors. Eighty-nine percent of all surveyed residents report having five or more call shifts per month (31% having 8-10 shifts, 58% having 5-7 shifts). The larger number of call shifts likely represents PGY2 or 3 residents who typically have higher call requirements compared to more senior years. During these call shifts, most residents see at least 2-4 consults and 86% of residents describe being indirectly supervised on call, with some variation in terms of how often they end up reviewing with staff overnight. These findings are in line with previous studies examining home-call in both Canadian and American settings.53,95 Time on-call is a substantial portion of training workload as residents, and this is time that almost never involves direct supervision from staff outside of when patient cases go to the operating room. For this thesis, any tool that is developed to assess and provide feedback to residents on-call cannot therefore rely on direct observation, which is recommended as the optimal way to provide feedback18,58(p20). Activities on-call are not amenable to in-the-moment WBAs based on direct observation.22

In terms of satisfaction with the amount of feedback typically given on-call, 54% of residents were satisfied or very satisfied, whereas 40% were neutral and 6% unsatisfied. Only 39% of residents were satisfied or very satisfied with the quality of feedback. Most residents agreed they would benefit from having a more formal way of receiving feedback. We were surprised by the fact most residents were satisfied with the amount of feedback received. Other studies have shown that, in general in medical education, feedback occurs infrequently and is usually of low quality.96–98 The fact that 40% and 53% of residents were neutral about the amount and quality of the feedback given, respectively, may relate to known variability in resident engagement with feedback and feedback-seeking behaviours.98,99 It is clear there is room for improvement in this area, at least for those residents interested in receiving more feedback.

These findings are based on residents working home-call shifts, which is not universal practice. No other studies have examined the provision of feedback in this setting.
Limited reports describing feedback given to residents based on other call systems, like night-float or in-house call exist\textsuperscript{55}. We do have a reasonable understanding of how time on-call is spent for residents in surgical or non-surgical programs\textsuperscript{52,100–102}. The objectives of many of these studies are to identify resident activities without educational value and find ways to reduce the burden of these activities in the context of duty hour restrictions, with the idea that given limited hours, the proportion of educational to non-educational activities should be maximized. We propose that another approach for maximizing the educational benefit of on-call time is to improve the feedback given to residents. This could be done in addition to working on reducing the burden of non-educational activities.

There were some similarities and differences in the aspects of feedback residents said they would want feedback on and what program directors thought would be important to give feedback on. Both groups agreed that feedback on overall clinical judgement was important. All PDs thought feedback on communication with the medical team was important, whereas only 17\% of residents did. Eighty-three percent of residents want feedback on clinical outcomes and 66\% on technical-related decisions, compared to 60\% and 40\% for the PDs, respectively. These differences could reflect the fact the questions posed were not the same for both groups. PDs have a goal of ensuring their program trains residents to become well-rounded plastic surgeons whereas surgical resident may prioritize the technical skills performance. Another explanation could be that PDs, as supervising staff, are on the receiving end of resident handover and communication and so may prioritize this skill.

\section*{2.5 Conclusion}

This chapter sought to examine the current state of feedback and assessment based on what residents do on-call in Canadian PRS programs through a web-based survey sent to all PGY 2-5 residents and program directors. Based on our results, there is a need for improvement in feedback and interest in a more formal way of providing it. The areas to provide feedback on should be considered from both the training program and staff perspective as well as the resident perspective.
Limitations to this study exist. We did not collect home program as a demographic detail due to the fact this would be enough in some situations to identify individuals (e.g., there is only 1 program director per program and some resident years at a school only have 1 resident). This leads to a potential source of bias given the survey may not represent all programs in Canada. However, the individual response rate was high, with only one resident not completing the entire survey. The overall survey response rate was 30% overall, which is within the typical range of physician responses to web-based surveys. The generalizability of these results to other surgical specialties is also unknown as this study only included PRS programs which typically have a home-call system in place.

We consider this survey to be an important first step in outlining the gap that exists regarding assessment and feedback on-call. First identified through informal discussion in our program, these results show the gap also exists in other PRS programs.
Chapter 3

3 Tool Development and Pilot

3.1 Introduction

Trainee progression in CBME is based on demonstration of competence in real clinical settings. WBAs are commonly used in CBME to test, measure and evaluate competence, and serve as a proxy for what will be done in future independent practice\(^{21}\). Other important characteristics of WBAs in CBME are that they should occur frequently, be low-stakes and formative\(^{17,20}\). Multiple types of assessments, completed by multiple assessors, should be used by training programs. Ideally, when a program is looking to implement a new WBA, they should use or adapt existing tools that come with validity evidence and are applicable to the construct of interest for the clinical situation\(^{58}\). The construct of interest for this thesis is surgical resident competence on-call, and there are currently no existing tools that examine this construct and contain validity evidence. In this chapter, we will use evidence-based assessment design principles to create a formative tool looking at competence on-call. We will pilot the tool within the Division of Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery at our institution and examine tool uptake, use, and perform a quantitative analysis of the resulting scores.

3.2 Methods

We used a checklist for developing a good assessment instrument adapted from Hamstra (2012) to guide our methodology (Table 5)\(^8\).
Table 5. Checklist for assessment development

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Determine the purpose of your assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Identify main construct of interest and stakeholders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Review with content experts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Item writing and tool development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Train the raters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Pilot test the instrument for validity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Research Ethics Board Approval - Western REB granted approval for this study on March 15, 2022 (Appendix 5).

3.2.1 Determine the purpose of the assessment

Based on early, informal discussion with residents in the Division of PRS at our institution, a desire for a formative assessment of on-call performance was identified. Residents were interested in more feedback based on patient encounters and procedures done on-call. A preliminary tool was developed in 2020 based on the input of three PRS surgeons and one resident (Appendix 6). This tool assessed procedures performed on-call based on the quality of surgical outcomes, surgical adjuncts used, post-procedure plan and patient satisfaction. This tool was not formally piloted. For this thesis, we expanded the purpose and scope of this initial tool to look at more general competence on-call for any surgical specialty, not just limit the tool to assessing technical competence in plastic surgery.

Other a priori specifications were determined for the proposed tool:
- Completion must be possible without relying entirely on direct observation
- Should include both narrative comments and numeric ratings
• Maximum of one-page to optimize feasibility, without a maximum limit on the particular number of items within tool
• Staff surgeons would be the ones completing the tool, but could get input from patients depending on the nature of the suggested items
• Residents would “trigger” the tool to be completed by staff after an encounter on-call
• Each tool completed would be associated with one patient encounter, but responses to some items could represent broader performance over the course of the call shift

3.2.2 Identify main construct of interest and stakeholders

The construct of interest was surgical resident competence on-call. A literature review was conducted examining this construct with the help of an experienced medical librarian. The search protocol can be found in Appendix 7.

Several stakeholders were considered in the assessment process. This includes both residents and staff physicians from any surgical specialty; however, the initial scope of the project was limited to residents and staff in PRS, General Surgery and Orthopedic Surgery. Patients were considered another important stakeholder. Given the formative intent of this tool, hospital administration and regulatory bodies were not considered important stakeholders at this stage in tool development.

3.2.3 Review with content experts

To generate content for the construct of interest, we convened a consensus group consisting of experienced surgeon educators and a senior surgical resident. Members were selected using purposive sampling. The purpose of the consensus group was item generation relating to our construct of interest – i.e., we asked group members to consider what were essential components of surgical resident competence on-call. We used the Nominal Group Technique consensus method, because it can be used for item generation and allows for face-to-face group discussion. We followed the methodological recommendations as described by Humphrey-Murto (see Table 6).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Checklist Recommendations</th>
<th>Description of Recommendations</th>
<th>Project Adherence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Define the purpose or objective of the study</td>
<td>Mention if purpose is item generation or ranking or both</td>
<td>Defined in methods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outline each step in the process</td>
<td>Includes modifications made, provide rationale for each choice</td>
<td>Outlined in methods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of participants indicated</td>
<td></td>
<td>Described in methods and results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selection and preparation of scientific evidence given to participants</td>
<td>Describe what was provided</td>
<td>See Appendix 8 for background information given to participants based on a literature review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Describe how items were selected for inclusion in the initial questionnaire</td>
<td>What protocol was used – idea generation, pre-determined list, etc.</td>
<td>We did not prepare an initial list or questionnaire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Describe how participants were selected and their qualifications</td>
<td>Rationalize the number chosen as well</td>
<td>Selection was based on purposive sampling. Qualifications are described in results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Describe the facilitator’s qualifications</td>
<td>Number of rounds conducted two or more</td>
<td>Number of rounds determined a priori</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Describe number of rounds or criteria for termination</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Describe how consensus was achieved</td>
<td>Description of consensus, polling, use of forced consensus</td>
<td>A priori consensus level determined. Polling described in methods. Did not force consensus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Report response rates after each round and scores</td>
<td># Respondents indicated</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Describe how anonymity was maintained</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Describe the type of feedback provided after each round</td>
<td>Formal feedback of ratings to group</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Adapted from Humphrey-Murto⁶⁹

The steps taken to conduct the consensus group are outlined below:

I. Define the purpose or objective

The purpose of the consensus group was to generate items relating to the construct of interest - *surgical resident competence on-call.*
II. Participants

Participation criteria were: must be “experts” in the field of interest with surgical education experience, must practice in an academic hospital, must (as a group) represent multiple surgical specialties, and must include at least one resident. We used purposive sampling to select six individuals meeting these criteria. This number of participants was based on recommendations that 5-12 group members is ideal for nominal group technique. Five surgeons participated in the group from the divisions of PRS, Orthopedic Surgery and General Surgery. A description of their specialty and qualifications can be found in Table 7. All were actively involved in surgical education. The average academic hospital clinical experience between surgeons was 17 years (starting from the year fellowship was completed including 2021). The consensus group facilitator (EM) was considered a credible non-expert. EM also served as primary researcher for the overall project but did not engage in group discussion or item generation to limit any potential conflict of interest.
Table 7. Description of consensus group members

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Consensus Group Member</th>
<th>Specialty</th>
<th>Qualifications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 – Staff</td>
<td>Plastic &amp; Reconstructive Surgery</td>
<td>Program director</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 – Staff</td>
<td>Plastic &amp; Reconstructive Surgery</td>
<td>CBME lead for division, assistant program director</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 – Staff</td>
<td>Plastic &amp; Reconstructive Surgery</td>
<td>Former program director</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 – Staff</td>
<td>Orthopedic Surgery</td>
<td>Former program director</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 – Staff</td>
<td>General Surgery</td>
<td>Program director</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 – Resident</td>
<td>Plastic &amp; Reconstructive Surgery</td>
<td>Senior resident</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

III. Description of scientific evidence given to participants

Based on the literature review search described in section 3.2.2., participants were sent a background document with information on the construct of interest and rationale for the consensus group (Appendix 8). Information on the construct of interest revolved around the literature surrounding resident competence in general, and more specific examples of competence assessment in surgery. The document referenced multiple tools currently used in graduate medical education to assess residents across a variety of skills and attributes. A literature review found one study where the on-call competence of ophthalmology residents was assessed, and this was included in the document57. Other than this study, the review did not reveal other literature on assessment of on-call competence in specific. The nominal question “what are the important aspects to include
on a tool assessing surgical resident competence on-call” was included in the background document.

IV. Describe how items were selected for inclusion in the initial questionnaire

Pre-determined items were not included. The original NGT was described as starting with an open-ended question (nominal question), without an initial list of items, to avoid biasing participants. Item generation was the purpose of our consensus group and so we did not provide an initial list.

V. Described any a priori specifications

There was a maximum of 3 rounds of voting for consensus. Consensus was defined as at least 80% of participants selecting “agree” or “strongly agree” on a 5-point Likert scale when deciding whether a certain item was important when assessing resident competence on-call. Automatic item exclusion would occur if at least 60% selected “disagree” or “strongly disagree”. Items not meeting consensus inclusion or exclusion after the first round of voting were included in a second round of voting with the same criteria applied. If there were greater than 15 consensus items after the end of the second round of voting, a third round would ask each participant to rank their top 10 (10 being most agreeing should be included as consensus, 1 being least agreeing) and the 15 items with the greatest sum of points would be accepted as the final group consensus. Consensus was not forced. Time restrictions were anticipated for the consensus group due to scheduling. As such, it was decided that if the voting could not be done during the meeting itself, an online anonymous voting survey would be sent to each member to complete.

VI. Day of NGT process

On the day of the consensus group, the facilitator provided a brief background on the construct of interest, like information included in the background document and explained the meeting steps to participants (Figure 3). Step one involved five minutes of
silent item generation where participants were asked to consider the nominal question and write down items. Step two involved moving through the group in a round-robin fashion for item generation. The facilitator recorded items as they were suggested on a live document viewable to all members. This step continued until there were no unique items brought up. Step three was open discussion of the items and clarification as needed. Step three concluded with the group having determined their list of items to vote on. Step four involved voting on the items. Each member was asked to rate each item on a Likert scale of one to five, one being “strongly disagree” with the item being important for assessing competency on-call, and five being “strongly agree”. Voting was done using an online, anonymous survey (Qualtrics). The results of the survey were passed back to participants by email, as the meeting time had elapsed. The second round of voting was completed in a similar fashion with the results once again passed back to members.

**Figure 3.** Consensus group meeting steps

![Diagram of group meeting steps]

3.2.4 Item writing and development

In this stage, we first considered whether there were other tools available that would be suitable to use or adapt. Only when there are no appropriate tools should a new instrument be developed. We reviewed whether any existing tools met our criteria: WBA design, able to be completed without direct observation, applicable to our construct of interest as defined by the consensus group, and it should already have some amount of validity evidence. Tools with good validity evidence such as OSAT, mini-CEX, CAMEO, GEARS, and GOALS are all designed to be completed based on direct observation. The OSAT and O-SCORE tools are used specifically for
technical skills assessment in surgery. Depending on the results of the consensus group, these tools could be adapted for use with indirect observation. The OCAT has good validity evidence for its use in a surgical clinic and was also considered as an option for adaptation depending on the results of the consensus group. The “On-Call Assessment Tool” developed by Golnik et al. is a one-page tool that assesses “3 critical aspects of on-call performance.” These aspects were identified by a literature review and include patient care, timeliness, and sense of urgency. The study examined the face, content, and discriminative validity of the tool, but did not provide evidence based on modern validity theories and did not examine reliability. This tool is the only tool in the literature identified as being specific to the on-call period, however given it was developed specifically for an ophthalmology program and was not created using evidence-based tool development principles we do not believe it is appropriate for adaptation for use in our study.

EM and AG met formally to discuss the progression of entrustability on call and design a scale with that as a construct. The team members considered the general progression of independence on-call in surgical programs, typically going from direct oversight (often from a senior resident for a junior resident) to indirect oversight with decreasing levels of direct supervision. Other entrustability scales were reviewed from the assessment literature (Table 8) to guide creation of the novel 5-point entrustability scale.

The items from the consensus group were modified for incorporation in the tool and descriptors were developed based on discussion during the consensus group as well as the opinions of the research team.
### Table 8. Example construct-aligned scales

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Warm et al. (^{106})</th>
<th>Kalet et al. (^{107})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Resident not trusted to perform activity even with supervision</td>
<td>1. Poor – I would not feel safe sharing patient care with this intern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Resident trusted to perform activity with direct supervision</td>
<td>2. Fine – this intern needs very attentive supervision to safely care for patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Resident trusted to perform activity with indirect supervision</td>
<td>3. Satisfactory – this intern can cover my patients with the usual supervision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Resident trusted to perform activity independently</td>
<td>4. Good – this intern can be trusted to cover my patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Resident trusted to perform activity at aspirational level</td>
<td>5. Excellent – I trust this intern will provide excellent patient care even when supervision is unavailable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gofton et al. (^{29})</th>
<th>Aylward et al. (^{109})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. I had to do</td>
<td>1. Cannot perform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. I had to talk them through</td>
<td>2. Can perform under direct supervision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. I had to prompt them from time to time</td>
<td>3. Can perform with indirect supervision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. I needed to be in the room just in case</td>
<td>4. Can perform independently</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. I did not need to be there</td>
<td>5. Can supervise junior trainees</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Whalen et al. (^{108})</th>
<th>Mink et al. (^{110})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Direct supervision with supervisor physically present</td>
<td>1. Trusted to observe only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Indirect supervision with direct supervision immediately available</td>
<td>2. Trusted to execute with direct supervision and coaching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Indirect supervision with supervising physician immediately available by telephone/electronically</td>
<td>3. Trusted to execute with indirect supervision with verification afterward for select cases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Oversight – supervisor available to provide review of procedures/encounters with feedback after care is provided</td>
<td>4. Trusted to execute with indirect supervision with verification afterward for selected complex cases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Trusted to execute without supervision</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The preliminary assessment tool created was distributed to members of the consensus group for review and feedback on clarity and utility. The tool was revised based on this feedback in an iterative fashion.

#### 3.2.5 Train the raters

PRS faculty were oriented as to the purpose of the tool and how to complete it at a Divisional executive meeting. Residents were similarly oriented as to the purpose of the tool and how to trigger an assessment. It was clearly emphasized to all parties that the tool was formative and that results would not affect academic standing.
3.2.6 Pilot test the instrument for validity

The tool was piloted in the Division of PRS over 6 months (January to June 2022). Residents had three options to trigger an assessment: 1. emailing a copy of the form to the staff, 2. through New Innovations (New Innovations, Uniontown, Ohio), an online resident data management system already in use by Western University, or 3. by requesting completion of a paper copy available in the main clinic spaces of University, Victoria, and St. Joseph’s Hospitals. Staff completed the assessment either with the patient as an inpatient or on an outpatient basis. After the form was completed, it was sent back to the resident for review. Anonymized data from completed tools were collated in a password-protected Excel® file kept in an encrypted folder on the hospital network.

During the pilot period, an open channel of communication existed between EM and the participants. Informal feedback was taken into consideration and the process was adjusted as needed. For example, some staff had logistic issues with the New Innovations electronic system, and these were addressed. No changes to the tool were made during the pilot process.

Tool validity was assessed using quantitative and qualitative methods. Descriptive statistics of items were completed including item mean scores, standard deviation, kurtosis, and skew.

We applied generalizability theory to conduct a generalizability study (G study)\(^{111}\). The facets, or sources of variation within the model, were resident (r), PGY level (l), occasion (o), and item (i). The G study provided coefficients for internal consistency. G-string software was used to conduct the study\(^{111}\). Two D-studies were run, one with item as a random facet and occasion as fixed to look at generalization across items. Another with item as fixed and occasion as random to look at generalization across occasions.

We examined the effect of PGY year on scores using an ANOVA with post-hoc Tukey t-tests. Statistical significance was set at p<0.05.

The qualitative validity analysis will be discussed in Chapter 4.
3.3 Results

The results of the tool development process are reported using the same steps outlined in the methods.

3.3.1 Determine the purpose of the assessment

The purpose of the tool was to improve the feedback given to residents based on their patient encounters on-call with a formative intent. Specifically, what on-call competence entails was defined by the consensus group and is outlined in section 3.3.3. The tool was designed to be applicable to surgical specialties outside of PRS.

3.3.2 Identify the main construct of interest and stakeholders

The construct of interest for this tool was surgical resident competence on-call. Stakeholders involved in the development and implementation process included surgical residents, staff physicians and patients.

3.3.3 Review with content experts

There were 14 initial items generated during the round-robin for the construct of interest (Table 9).
**Table 9. Initial consensus group items generated**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Initial Consensus Group Items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Communication with patient (explanation of problem, consent process, etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Development of rapport with patient (overall bedside manner, professionalism)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Time management on call</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Recognition of urgency of presentation (ability to triage)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Handover process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Appropriate use of backup / knowing own limitations / knowing when to seek out advice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Appropriate follow-up plan (involvement of other services (CCAC), appropriate medications, etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Overall management plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Surgical adjuncts used (splints, dressing, etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Documentation of encounter (procedure note appropriate, particularly for telephone / virtual encounters)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Technical decision-making (suture choice, incision placement, procedural plan)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Use of investigations or resources (bloodwork, cultures, imaging, etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Clinical-judgement and/or decisions for treatment (e.g., discharge / admission decisions, admission under right service, operative decisions)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Procedural outcomes / clinical outcomes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
During the discussion portion of the consensus group meeting, multiple salient points were brought up. One was regarding patient input for the assessment tool. Multiple group members agreed that some input from patients is critical for assessing roles like communication and professionalism. However, some staff had previously had trouble with eliciting or utilizing patient feedback. Two reasons posited for this were, firstly, patients may feel that providing a poor rating would negatively impact the care they receive, and secondly, patients may have difficulty differentiating between “poor” communication in a resident and “excellent” communication. Another point made in the discussion was regarding the assessment of technical ability on-call. The staff physicians in the consensus group generally agreed there are multiple other ways to assess technical skills using validated tools, in environments where direct supervision is possible, like the operating room. However, a point was made that residents seem particularly interested in receiving feedback on technical aspects, whether that be on a procedure or choice of surgical adjunct (e.g., splint choice). A final consideration was what an on-call assessment tool could uniquely assess, compared to other established tools. Members generally agreed that the primary unique characteristic was it could provide feedback on multiple aspects of care through the lens of more independent decision making and performance compared to daytime hours.

After the first round of voting, seven items reached consensus and seven items did not (Table 10). No items were automatically excluded. The results of the first round were sent to group members by e-mail. The seven items that did not reach consensus were voted on in a second round. Of these items, three met consensus and four did not (Table 11). These results were sent to group members as well. A total of ten items met consensus through two rounds of voting (Table 12).
**Table 10. Round 1 voting results**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Strongly disagree</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Strongly Agree</th>
<th>Consensus?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Communication with patient (explanation of problem, consent process, etc.)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Development of rapport with patient (overall bedside manner, professionalism)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Time management on call</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Recognition of urgency of presentation (ability to triage)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Handover process</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Appropriate use of backup / knowing own limitations / knowing when to seek out advice</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Appropriate follow-up plan (involvement of other services (CCAC), appropriate medications, etc.)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Overall management plan</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Surgical adjuncts used (splints, dressing, etc.)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Documentation of encounter (procedure note appropriate, particularly for telephone / virtual encounters)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Round 2</td>
<td>No. Round 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0 0 0 1 5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Technical decision-making (suture choice, incision placement, procedural plan)</td>
<td>1 0 4 0 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No. Round 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Use of investigations or resources (bloodwork, cultures, imaging, etc.)</td>
<td>0 0 2 3 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No. Round 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Clinical-judgement and/or decisions for treatment (e.g., discharge / admission decisions, admission under right service, operative decisions)</td>
<td>0 0 0 1 5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Procedural outcomes / clinical outcomes</td>
<td>2 0 2 1 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No. Round 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 11. Round 2 voting results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Communication with patient (explanation of problem, consent process, etc.)</th>
<th>Strongly disagree</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Strongly Agree</th>
<th>Consensus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Time management on call</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Recognition of urgency of presentation (ability to triage)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Surgical adjuncts used (splints, dressing, etc.)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Technical decision-making (suture choice, incision placement, procedural plan)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Use of investigations or resources (bloodwork, cultures, imaging, etc.)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Procedural outcomes / clinical outcomes</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Table 12. Final consensus group items**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Final Consensus Group Items</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Communication with patient (explanation of problem, consent process, etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Time management on call</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Recognition of urgency of presentation (ability to triage)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Development of rapport with patient (overall bedside manner, professionalism)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Handover process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Appropriate use of backup / knowing own limitations / knowing when to seek out advice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Appropriate follow-up plan (involvement of other services (CCAC), appropriate medications, etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Overall management plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Documentation of encounter (procedure note appropriate, particularly for telephone / virtual encounters)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Clinical-judgement and/or decisions for treatment (e.g., discharge / admission decisions, admission under right service, operative decisions)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.3.4 Item writing and tool development

Based on the consensus group results, we decided to create a new tool, rather than adapt an existing tool. The OSAT, O-SCORE and OCAT were considered for adaptation, however the OSAT and O-SCORE focus primarily on technical skills assessment, which was not a focus in our final consensus group items\textsuperscript{28,29,35}. We decided not to adapt the OCAT as it did not have adequate item overlap with the items from our consensus group given it was designed to assess competence in clinic\textsuperscript{35}.

Item descriptors and tool design

Initial item descriptors or prompts were written during a meeting between the primary researchers (EM and AG) based on discussion during the consensus group. Multiple changes and edits to the items, their descriptors and the tool design were made during further meetings between all study team members, email correspondence and trialing of the tool by AG. An initial tool version can be seen in Figure 4.
Figure 4. Initial tool version

OnCAT – On-Call Assessment Tool

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trainee ID#:</th>
<th>PGY: 1 2 3 4 5</th>
<th>Staff:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Date of Call Shift:</td>
<td>Today's Date:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case Complexity:</td>
<td>Low Medium High</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The purpose of this assessment is to evaluate resident performance on-call and to provide feedback. With that in mind, please see the scale below to rate each item, irrespective of the resident’s year of training. Base your rating on how the resident performed for the specific on-call encounter. Please provide narrative feedback in the spaces below as well.

Items 8 and 9 involve patient feedback, please indicate if you did or did not elicit patient feedback.

Scale
1. Not able to perform – i.e., should be left to a senior member to do
2. Able to perform with direct oversight – i.e., supervision present in person
3. Able to perform with some indirect oversight – i.e., demonstrates some independence, but requires input and direction
4. Able to perform with minimal indirect oversight – i.e., largely independent, but may require assistance in complex, nuanced situations
5. Competent – i.e., able to perform independently without direction or guidance

| 1 | Ability to triage
   | e.g., recognition of urgency of presentation |
| 2 | Recognition of need for support or backup
   | e.g., requests assistance when required |
| 3 | Follow-up or disposition plan
   | e.g., involvement of other services, appropriate prescriptions |
| 4 | Documentation
   | e.g., consult/admission/procedure/telephone/virtual notes |
| 5 | Handover
   | e.g., effective communication with supervising staff/colleagues |
| 6 | Clinical-judgement and treatment decisions
   | e.g., decision to discharge/admit/take to operating room |
| 7 | Overall management plan
   | e.g., general plan being complete and safe for patient |

| 1  | 2  | 3  | 4  | 5  |
|----------------|
| 1  | 2  | 3  | 4  | 5  |
| 1  | 2  | 3  | 4  | 5  |
| 1  | 2  | 3  | 4  | 5  |
| 1  | 2  | 3  | 4  | 5  |
| 1  | 2  | 3  | 4  | 5  |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient feedback elicited</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 8 Development of rapport with patient
  e.g., overall bedside manner, professionalism, building trust | Poor | Fair | Good | Very good | Excellent |
| 9 Patient communication
  e.g., using respectful and clear language, appropriate consent process and explanation of problem to patient where appropriate | Poor | Fair | Good | Very good | Excellent |

Global Assessment: Resident is competent and able to perform independently on-call: Yes No

Please provide feedback on what was done well or what could be improved upon:

__________________________________________________________________________________________

Staff Signature: ____________________

Multiple decisions occurred in the design process:

- One of the first decisions made was to use a separate scale for “development of rapport with patient” and “communication with patient”. The novel scale we developed for the other items which will be described in further detail, did not
apply as well as these two items were partially dependent on patient feedback. Therefore, a scale adapted from the Communications Assessment Tool was used instead.

- Given that patient feedback would not always be obtainable (e.g., ICU patient who is intubated, or staff unable to elicit feedback from patient prior to completing assessment) items “development of rapport with patient” and “communication with patient” were placed in a separate section from the rest of the items and a checkbox was added to select if patient feedback was or was not received. Separating this portion of the tool also emphasized that a different scale was being used for scoring. A comment from one of the team members based on the initial tool draft was “we need to clearly differentiate between the patient feedback scores since they have a different ranking scale. When one fills it out currently the eye is drawn to the 1-5 poor to excellent patient feedback scale when you are looking at [items like] ability to triage or documentation. Therefore, I would suggest either putting the feedback narrative lines in between or using double/triple lines to differentiate the two [sections].”

- The consensus group item “time management on-call” was considered to be similar to the item “ability to triage” and so the two were integrated into one item with the descriptor written as “appropriately recognized urgency and prioritized competing demands on time”.

- There was initially a box at the top of the form asking for a rating of case complexity – low, medium or high. A comment by one of the team members was that it seemed like it could be very subjective or arbitrary to judge. The other team members agreed with the recommendation to remove it.

- Instead of the case complexity box as seen in the initial tool version (Figure 4), we added a box for “patient presentation”. A space to fill in the patient presentation could serve as a reminder for staff as to which case from on-call they were providing feedback on.

- A decision was made to not include a global assessment item at the end of the tool because it was confusing to readers as to its purpose.
**Scale design**

The initial 5-point entrustability scale developed by AG and EM is seen below in Figure 5.

**Figure 5. Initial scale version**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Not able to perform – i.e., should be left to a senior member to do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Able to perform with direct oversight – i.e., supervision present in-person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Able to perform with some indirect oversight – i.e., demonstrates some independence, but requires input and direction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Able to perform with minimal indirect oversight – i.e., largely independent, but may require assistance in complex, nuanced situations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Competent – i.e., able to perform independently without direction or guidance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other team members provided recommendations to improve clarity but agreed that the 5-points accurately reflected the natural progression of entrustment on call. One specific edit was to change “able to perform independently” to “could have been completed independently”. This was because of the potential for a surgeon completing the assessment to avoid selecting that option because it insinuates a lack of supervision. The final scale is seen below in Figure 6.

**Figure 6. Final scale version**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Assessment/task incomplete – i.e., required complete takeover by a more senior physician</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Able to perform with direct oversight – i.e., trainee required in-person supervision to safely complete task</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Able to perform with indirect oversight – i.e., demonstrated some independence, but required verbal or electronic input and direction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Able to perform with minimal indirect oversight – i.e., task could have been completed independently, but could benefit from direction in complex or nuanced situations for improved outcomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Competent – i.e., task could have been completed independently and efficiently without direction or guidance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.3.5 Train the raters

Staff orientation was done at the beginning of a virtual meeting. The project and tool were explained by AG. The entrustability scale was not specifically reviewed during this meeting. An additional follow-up email was sent explaining the project and tool to all staff members.
Residents were oriented to the purpose of the project and the process for triggering the tool during their weekly academic half-day. They were reminded there was no academic obligation to trigger completion of the tool and that the purpose of the tool was to provide formative feedback. An email was sent to all residents explaining the triggering process in more detail and a copy of this can be seen in Appendix 9.

3.3.6 Pilot test the instrument for validity

The revised tool used in the pilot is seen in Figure 7.
Sixty-three assessments were completed for 10 residents by 7 staff members. The average number of tools completed per resident was 6.3 (range 3-11). Resident participant breakdown based on level of training was three PGY2, two PGY3, two PGY4 and three
PGY5. Twenty assessments (32%) had the optional items 8 and 9 completed based on patient feedback. Fifty-eight encounters (92%) had narrative comments written. There were no forms excluded due to incomplete information or improper scoring. There was a wide variety of patient presentations for which the tool was completed, with representative examples outlined in Table 13.

**Table 13.** Sample patient presentations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facial fracture</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tendon laceration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scalp defect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexor tenosynovitis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand fracture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lip laceration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leg infection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nerve palsy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infected pressure injury</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Item Analysis*

Table 14 contains the item level descriptive statistics. The average score across all items and all residents was 4.03 ± 0.83. The minimum score given for five of the items (items 2, 3, 5, 6, 7) was 2 and 3 for the other items. No scores of 1 (i.e., assessment/task incomplete – i.e., required complete takeover by a more senior physician) were given for any item. The highest average scores were for patient feedback items 8 and 9 (4.20 and 4.30 respectively).
Five items had significant skew (asymmetry of the distribution of scores around the mean), as signified by a z-score > +/- 1.96. Three items had significant kurtosis (a measure of the shape of a distribution). All items had a negative skew and kurtosis.

Table 14. Item level descriptive statistics for tool pilot

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>St Dev</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>Skew</th>
<th>SEsks</th>
<th>Z-score</th>
<th>Kurtosis</th>
<th>SEks</th>
<th>Z-score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4.14</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-0.23</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>-1.41</td>
<td>-1.10</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>-2.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4.11</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-0.59</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>-3.55</td>
<td>-0.19</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>-0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.90</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-0.41</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>-2.46</td>
<td>-0.50</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>-1.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.06</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>-0.61</td>
<td>-1.12</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>-2.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.03</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-0.22</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>-1.32</td>
<td>-1.25</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>-3.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>3.92</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-0.48</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>-2.88</td>
<td>-0.59</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>-1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>3.89</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-0.38</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>-2.31</td>
<td>-0.77</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>-1.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>4.20</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>-0.72</td>
<td>-0.21</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>-0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>4.30</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-0.40</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>-2.39</td>
<td>-0.55</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>-1.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

St Dev – standard deviation, Min – minimum, Max – maximum
SEsk – standard error skew, SEk – standard error kurtosis
Z-score = Skew / SEsks

Bold: significant Z-score > +/- 1.96

Generalizability Analysis

A G-study was conducted, with facets of resident (r), PGY level (l), occasion (o), and item (i). Nested or crossed facets included resident nested in level (r:l), occasion nested in resident and level (o:r:l), level crossed with item (li), resident crossed with item nested in level (ri:l), and occasion crossed with item nested in resident and level (oi:r:l). These facets are explained in Table 15. The scores from items 8 and 9 were not included as
these were not completed for each tool occasion. Table 16 shows the results of the G-study in terms of variance components for each facet.

**Table 15. G-study facets and explanation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facet</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PGY level (l)</td>
<td>The variance attributable to resident year of training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item (i)</td>
<td>The variance attributable to the items of the tool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residents within level (r:l)</td>
<td>The variance attributable to the resident differences in a certain PGY level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occasion within residents within level (o:r:l)</td>
<td>The variance attributable to the different occasions of scoring for a certain resident in a certain PGY level (e.g., between occasion 1 and occasion 2 of tool completion for Resident A in PGY3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level crossed with item (li)</td>
<td>The variance attributable to PGY level and individual items (crossed because all items are assessed within all PGY levels)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residents crossed with item within level (ri:l)</td>
<td>The variance attributable to individual residents within a PGY level looking at individual items (e.g., item ratings for resident A in PGY3 and resident B in PGY3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occasion crossed with items within residents within level (oi:r:l)</td>
<td>The variance attributable to individual residents within a PGY level looking at</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
individual items and all occasions, plus random error

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facet</th>
<th>SS</th>
<th>MS</th>
<th>VC</th>
<th>% of Variance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>l</td>
<td>132.34</td>
<td>44.11</td>
<td>0.36955</td>
<td>44.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r:l</td>
<td>30.72</td>
<td>5.12</td>
<td>0.08405</td>
<td>10.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o:r:l</td>
<td>80.91</td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td>0.19432</td>
<td>23.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>4.09</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.00592</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>li</td>
<td>5.11</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.00801</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ri:l</td>
<td>5.91</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>-0.00034</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oi:r:l</td>
<td>52.88</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.16630</td>
<td>20.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Facets - l : level of training, r : resident, o : occasion, i : item
SS - sum of squares, MS - mean squares, VC - variance component

44.64% of the variance came from resident level of training. Variability among occasions for an individual resident in a given year of training accounted for the second most variance of 23.47%. Variability attributed to the items within the tool was minimal (facets – i, li, ri:l). The variance components in Table 16 produced a generalizability coefficient of 0.67, which represents overall tool reliability.

Two decision-studies were done. The first D-study used occasion as a fixed factor and item as a random factor, to look at generalization across items. This gave a generalizability coefficient of 0.92. This value is equivalent to internal consistency in CTT. The second D-study used occasion as a random factor and item as a fixed factor, to
look at generalization across occasion. This gave a generalizability coefficient of 0.28. This represents the reliability of a single occasion of scoring.

Relation to PGY-Year

The tool completion and mean score breakdown (excluding items 8 and 9) based on PGY-year is seen in Table 17.

Table 17. Score by PGY-level

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resident Year (PGY)</th>
<th>Mean Score</th>
<th>St Dev</th>
<th># Forms Completed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.53</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.74</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.37</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.93</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Year of training had a significant effect on mean scores – F(3,59) = 23.34, p<0.001. This analysis excluded items 8 and 9 which were not completed in each case.

Post-hoc Tukey HSD tests revealed a significant difference comparing PGY2 to PGY4 scores (p<0.001) and PGY2 to PGY5 (p<0.001) scores. PGY3 scores were significantly lower than PGY4 (p<0.05) and PGY5 (p<0.001) scores. There was no significant difference between PGY2 and PGY3 scores or PGY4 and PGY5 scores.

When just examining items 8 and 9, there was a significant effect of PGY-year on mean scores – F(3,16) = 6.63, p<0.01. Post-hoc tests showed PGY2 patient scores (mean 3.75±0.61) were not significantly different from PGY3 (4.00±0.00) but were significantly different from PGY4 (5.00±0.00, p<0.05) and PGY5 (4.64±0.48, p<0.05). There were no significant differences in comparisons between PGY3, 4, or 5 scores. The number of forms completed with patient scales complete were overall low (PGY2 = 6, PGY3 = 5, PGY4 = 2, PGY5 = 7).


3.4 Discussion

We used an adapted checklist to develop our novel assessment tool\textsuperscript{8}. Adhering to a systematic process of tool development is critical to creating an assessment that aligns with its intended purpose and construct of interest. Testing the tool in a real clinical setting, collecting validity evidence, and measuring reliability is part of the development process, as is making necessary revisions and modifications. In this study we laid out each step, reported our methodology and results to ensure transparency.

The purpose of our tool was to provide feedback given to residents based on their patient encounters on-call. This had a formative intent and originated from requests in our division for more feedback based on what was done on-call. Residents spend a significant portion of their residency on-call, but despite this, a review of the literature failed to identify consensus on what on-call competence entails or how, if at all, it may differ from competence displayed during the day. Ideally, we would have adapted a tool with existing validity evidence to assess our construct of interest; however, no tools were deemed relevant enough to do so. Therefore, we used the consensus group methodology nominal group technique to outline what surgical resident competence on-call entails. We believe inclusion of staff surgeons from specialties outside of the division of PRS helped us build a tool which can be applied more broadly to other surgical specialties, a secondary goal of our tool development process. Whether this goal was truly achieved requires testing of this tool within other specialties.

The results of our consensus group show that competence on-call involves multiple CanMEDs roles, with a tendency toward non-technical skills. Consensus group members did not think that technical-related decisions and outcomes were important to assess on-call. This decision may be related to technical-related skills being more easily and appropriately assessed directly in other settings. Technical skills are certainly important in surgical residents who are doing procedures overnight or taking cases to the operating room. A tool to assess technical skills, however, may not be as critical as staff would be providing direct supervision for operative cases and therefore could provide more direct feedback as needed. Non-technical skills have traditionally received less focus in surgical residency training, despite having a significant impact on patient care\textsuperscript{113–115}. The
importance of strong non-technical skills in residents may be heightened on-call, when staff are less present, and residents must effectively communicate, manage their time, and make clinical decisions independently. It would be helpful to further investigate the reasoning behind the focus on non-technical skills in future studies.

There are some similarities in these results to internal medicine literature in terms of the core skills emphasized on-call\textsuperscript{56,116}. Competence on-call clearly requires functioning across multiple roles and understanding and assessing these aspects may allow residency programs to better prepare their residents for being on-call not only during residency but in practice as well. Having a means to assess these aspects could help guide decisions on when to transition a resident from a junior to senior level of responsibility, which is a large step within training\textsuperscript{56,116,117}.

Through a generalizability study, we found the largest sources of variance in our tool were from differences among PGY levels and different occasions of an assessment being completed for a certain resident in a specific PGY level. The high variance contribution of PGY level shows us this is an important factor in score differences seen, which is to be expected as, in theory, resident performance should improve over time. We did not include resident as a stand-alone facet in the G-study; however, it would be expected to attribute 44-55\% of the variance seen (variance of “l” facet plus variance of “r:l” facet). Variance between individual residents is expected, as performance not only varies between PGY levels but also in residents within a certain PGY level.

The second D-study showed a low generalizability coefficient of 0.28, meaning that the reliability of scores for one assessment occasion for a specific resident compared to scores from another occasion was low. This is somewhat akin to test-re-test reliability. Truly testing test-re-test reliability in our study would involve the same resident completing an assessment on a similar patient presentation of similar complexity with the same staff rater, so the analogy is not completely valid. There are many factors that change from one assessment occasion to the next which explain the low reliability.

The overall reliability of our tool was 0.67. For the pilot results of a formative assessment tool with limited number of tool completions, this is within what would be expected. We
did find a high coefficient of 0.92 in the D-study looking at generalization between items. This suggests our items all closely align with each other, a measure of internal consistency. Overall, these results can be used to tell us that to improve overall reliability, the number of occasions of tool completion should be increased. Increasing or decreasing the number of tool items would not have a large effect on improving reliability.

The tool was able to differentiate between more junior (PGY2) and senior residents (PGY4 and 5). The inability of the tool to differentiate between PGY2 and PGY3 residents was of interest. The average score of items one to seven for PGY2 residents was 3.53 +/- 0.67 compared to 3.74 +/- 0.52 for PGY3. Given the small sample size of residents with only three PGY2 residents and two PGY3, it may be that the sample size was too small to demonstrate a difference that does exist. Seeing if there is a correlation between on-call tool scores and other variables likes EPA scores or ITER scores would be helpful to sort this out. This finding could also mean that the largest improvement in competence on-call occurs during late-PGY3 to late-PGY4 period. Further investigation into this will be important. The portion of the academic year that this study was conducted meant that PGY2 residents were already taking independent “senior” call (i.e., without a more senior resident on-call with them). It would be valuable to see whether the scores of residents earlier in their PGY2 year would be different from scores later in the year after the transition to taking senior call had occurred. If this is the case, the tool could be used by program directors to help make the decision of when to transition residents to senior call.

3.5 Conclusions

In summary, we applied consensus group technique to determine the critical features of surgical resident competence on-call, which were primarily comprised of non-technical skills. We developed a formative assessment tool to examine competence on-call and piloted it over a six-month period in the Division of PRS at one institution. Overall tool reliability was 0.67, which could be improved through more occasions of tool completion. The tool was able to differentiate between residents of different PGY-years.
This study has limitations. With regards to the working group, it was led by EM, who does not have experience facilitating this type of activity. We did adhere to well-established guidelines set out by Humphrey-Murto et al. to minimize the impact of an inexperienced facilitator\textsuperscript{69}. Another limitation is the tool was piloted in one division at a single institution. Piloting of this tool within other surgical specialties and at other institutions is needed to examine whether it can be generalized. Although the tool was designed based on input from multiple surgical specialties, consensus group methodology should be not used in place of rigorous empirical evidence, but it is a valuable first step in the process of examining the construct of interest\textsuperscript{67}. A final limitation is that raters in our study were unblinded to the resident they were scoring. It is possible scoring decisions were made partially based on level of training as well as pre-existing opinions about specific resident competence instead of strictly based on the construct-aligned scale, an example of the halo effect\textsuperscript{118,119}. It would be difficult to completely blind raters to the residents they are assessing and, although it is a different tool, the O-SCORE which uses a similar construct aligned scale has been shown to have accurate and reproducible results when used in a blinded vs unblinded fashion\textsuperscript{120}.

The results of this chapter will be further discussed in Chapter 5 in the context of validity evidence.
Chapter 4

4 Qualitative Investigation of On-Call Feedback and Tool Impact

4.1 Introduction

Assessment plays a critical role in postgraduate medical training. The characteristics of a good assessment vary depending on the type or purpose of the assessment and the stakeholders’ needs. Validity is considered by many to be the most important characteristic of assessment data. Other necessary characteristics include acceptability, feasibility, and educational effect. Training programs must decide which tools they will use for the assessment of their residents and, to do so, should understand the nuances of each tool to optimize educational outcomes. Previous studies have used semi-structured interviews to assess some of these characteristics\(^{121-123}\). The purpose of this portion of our study was to examine the impact, feasibility, acceptability of the tool we designed, as well as to collect validity evidence, through thematic analysis of semi-structured interviews with residents and staff. We also wanted to examine the current climate of feedback on-call to better understand any changes that occurred because of tool implementation.

4.2 Methods

We utilized purposive sampling of residents and staff from the Division of PRS who triggered (resident) or completed (staff supervisors) at least one assessment tool in the pilot. These individuals were invited by email to participate in semi-structured, single or group interviews. The semi-structured interview guide was developed by EM and AG and can be found in Appendix 10. The interview guide questions were adjusted as needed after each interview. A single interviewer (EM) conducted each interview through videoconferencing. Interviews were recorded, professionally transcribed, and anonymized. Interviews lasted 27 minutes on average. Transcripts were checked against the recordings for accuracy.
Research Ethics Board Approval - Western REB granted approval for this study on March 15, 2022 (Appendix 5).

**Thematic Analysis**

We utilized the six steps of thematic analysis (TA) described by Braun and Clark to analyze our data. TA is “a method for identifying, analyzing and reporting patterns (themes) within data.” We decided to apply reflexive TA where coding is open and organic, not requiring a codebook or coding framework. TA provides high flexibility, without requiring the highly technical knowledge of other analysis methods, and is useful for understanding the experiences or thoughts of multiple participants.

An inductive approach was adopted where the themes emerged from the data rather than being decided beforehand. The first two interviews were read independently by EM and AG and systematic coding was done. Coding results were compared and discussed by EM and AG to agree upon preliminary codes and any discrepancies were resolved. The codes were revised iteratively with subsequent interview analysis. EM and AG met regularly to discuss the themes identified in the interviews. Saturation of themes is not a criterion in thematic analysis; however, codes became recurrent and overlapping by interview number seven, and so this was considered the endpoint. This represented 40% of those who were eligible for participation based on our inclusion criteria. NVivo 12 (QSR) was used for coding and analysis. Memos were used to keep track of researcher thoughts and observations during the analysis period.

**Reflexivity statement**

AG is a practicing academic plastic surgeon and the program director of the PRS program from which residents were recruited. He viewed the data through his clinical teaching and assessment lens as a supervisor for residents on-call, as program director, and as someone with a research background in medical education. He does have influence over the residents in his role as program director; however, he did not participate in the interviews. EM is a resident colleague of the resident participants in this study and a trainee under the staff physicians who participated. EM conducted the interviews and had no power or
authority over the participants. He viewed the data through the lens of a trainee without a significant background in medical education.

4.3 Results

A total of seven participants (three staff supervisors, four resident physicians) were interviewed. One of the resident physicians interviewed was part of the full-time CBME curriculum cohort. Residents were from PGY-2, PGY-4, and PGY-5 levels. The interviews lasted 27 (range 18 to 38) minutes on average.

The overall findings will be presented in relation to four overarching themes - baseline feedback on-call, consequences of tool implementation, mediators of tool utility, and suggestions for future directions.

Baseline Feedback On-Call

Limited Amount of Feedback Given

All residents interviewed identified infrequent feedback given when asked to describe their typical experiences when on-call: “Now [that I] think about it, probably not a lot of formal [feedback] unless it was unique.” The explanations for the limited feedback varied: “… maybe [staff will] realize that you did the procedure, but they forget to… follow up and let you know. Especially in a busy clinic, they're not going to be able to do that for all residents.” Other rationales included a recognition that case discussions are generally limited at late hours of the night and that staff supervisors potentially give limited feedback when the case presentation is less related to their area of expertise. This reflection was also shared by one staff participant who explained how forgetting to initiate feedback can happen: “…you know, you don't see the residents, you never give them the feedback or maybe you don't even think about [feedback] because, you know, things are moving so quickly”.

Immediate Case Discussion

Of the feedback that did occur regarding on-call encounters, the majority came in the form of immediate case discussion. Depending on the clinical problem, a resident may or
may not immediately review the case with their supervising staff. Immediate case discussion was usually more common earlier on in training: “…when you're starting to do like senior call… I would say, for… admissions and stuff like that, the staff are generally pretty good at giving immediate feedback… over text.” Another resident said: “… when you're talking to the staff [overnight] you are getting immediate feedback on your plan.”

This immediate case review conversation most often occurred through text messaging or phone calls. Staff and residents both commented on how case discussion through text messaging is typically brief, composed of staff confirming the plan laid out by the resident with a text response like “Okay, sounds good.” If a resident thought a patient needed a procedure done, they described how they send the staff a picture of the injury, with annotations showing how they would approach the repair or incision, for example. In situations such as this, some staff made recommendations on the procedural approach or technique. One staff who was interviewed said they preferred to talk on the phone if it was at a reasonable hour on-call: “…and I think one of the barriers now is technology. With texting, I say this to residents a lot, you get more out if you have an actual [phone] conversation than a text conversation.”

_resident feedback-seeking_

Residents explained that to get feedback outside of that given during immediate case discussion, they would have to seek it out themselves. The type of information they were looking to gain was mostly on patient outcomes and if anything should have been done differently in terms of their decision-making at the time of the consult. Some residents put the onus of feedback seeking on themselves: “… I think [getting feedback] is a resident role to some extent. Like if you want to know how stuff worked out, you should follow up on it. That's what I've done.”

Seeking out feedback could take the form of reaching out to staff directly: “Once in a while, especially when I was first starting, I would text them… when I knew [the patient was] coming back to clinic and ask how they were doing. And so, they would kind of text me then, but I would… have to seek it out a little bit. Otherwise, I found there wasn't too much feedback.” Another way of seeking feedback entailed following patient notes on
the electronic medical record: “I have a list of people I'm interested in, and I don't always ask, but you see what's going on. You read the notes about them, follow along.” There was variation among residents in terms of the extent to which they sought out feedback.

Consequences of Tool Implementation

All staff and residents thought the tool was generally valuable and useful. Given the lack of feedback at baseline, any improvement in feedback was considered beneficial. The responses revealed many factors playing a role in the quality and quantity of feedback such as, time of night, supervisor expertise, and type of patient presentation. There were no themes relating to negative consequences created because of the tool. A concern brought up by two residents was the potential for increased administrative burden on staff who are asked to complete the tool; however, this concern was not mentioned by any of the staff interviewed as being a problem.

The consequences of tool implementation, as described by interviewees, can be categorized into three sub-themes: 1) quantity of feedback 2) standardization of feedback and 3) type of feedback.

Quantity of Feedback

Both residents and staff said the tool positively influenced the amount of feedback given. One staff commented on how “… anytime we do an evaluation… you end up giving more feedback…” Even though the feedback may be indirect, residents felt “… any type of response from the staff is super helpful.” The absolute change in the quantity of feedback would be determined by the frequency of tool triggering by each individual resident. This change was especially apparent given the limited amount of baseline feedback that was given.

Standardization of Feedback

A challenge with feedback related to the on-call period is that “… the nature of call and what's being assessed [on-call] isn't always conducive to… feedback in the moment. So having [a tool] … available is… good.” At baseline, staff explained how it is easy to
default to a limited response when reviewing with a resident on call. One staff member said a typical response after a resident explains their plan for care might be to text, “… sounds like a good plan” and that as a staff you “…may never tell them how that patient was in clinic unless you, you know, you see them, and the resident is there.” The feedback tool had a positive effect in terms of promoting more reflection on resident performance to inform the feedback given. A staff member said it gave them “… a chance to take reflection and pause.”.

This ties into some of the rationales proposed by interviewees for the infrequent baseline feedback given to residents based on what they do on-call. Sending a supervising staff member the feedback tool to complete not only reminds them that this was a patient the resident saw on-call, but also prompts staff to think about what aspects of care or decision-making could be improved upon: “So, I think [receiving the tool] gives you a chance to actually sit down and think, okay, did the resident… go through each of those items [outlined in the tool] and think about that and actually be able to give more constructive feedback. Like you did the assessment really well, but you can elaborate on your plan, or you didn't give the patient instructions.” The scored items in the tool provided a structured way for feedback to be given and staff had to think of each item individually, in addition to global performance. Another staff member commented on this aspect as well: “I think that having it standardized allows for feedback that probably I wouldn't give in such a granular way to trainees.” Residents agreed the tool formalized and streamlined the feedback process but did not specifically comment on how the feedback within the tool differed from the feedback they would get talking to the staff by phone on-call.

**Type of Feedback**

Another change to feedback attributed to tool implementation was it elicited feedback on different aspects of the care pathway outside of what typically would be given during immediate case review. Patient feedback was one of these changes. The nature of being on-call, particularly in the program of the participants, is that a patient may be seen in the middle of the night and a resident may not see them again or hear about their follow-up.
This means a resident would not routinely get feedback on communication or rapport building with patients when they come back to clinic.

One resident commented on how the tool is “…good for really having that patient input because I think, at least the ones that I had done by some of the staff, it sounded like they had talked to the patients about me, which I think is good from a… style perspective and learning how to interact with people.“ Adding in a patient feedback section to the tool was based on the working-group consensus that patient rapport-building and communication were important aspects of on-call performance for a resident. Staff participants did not touch on how or when they approached patients for feedback to include in the tool.

Another consequence of not seeing patients in follow-up is you often do not get feedback based on patient outcomes. One resident commented how the follow-up on things such as how wounds healed, or the appropriateness of antibiotic choices, were often not communicated and completion of the tool was thought to “…[have] a lot of value for that”.

**Mediators of Tool Utility**

There was discussion in the interviews about features that improved or detracted from the feedback captured within the tool or the overall tool triggering and completion process. Part of the discussion had to do with the ideal application of the tool and the other aspect was ease of use. We will discuss these as two separate sub-themes.

**Ideal Tool Application**

Among residents, there was disagreement about whether the tool was useful for receiving feedback on procedures done on-call. One resident said the “… tool probably has more utility for procedures versus just like regular consults and admissions.” They commented how they sent out less tool completion requests for patient encounters that did not have associated procedures. A different resident said that for procedures “… someone needs to be there or available with you…”, to provide feedback and coaching in the moment. They described how for suturing and other technical skills “… it’s hard to give feedback…
after the fact.” This same resident thought that the tool was more useful for commenting on decision making in general, compared to technical skills. Part of the difficulty with technical feedback would be that if a staff member sees a patient in clinic after a resident closed a laceration on-call, they may only be able to comment on aspects of care like appropriate suture choice, or how a repair looks after two weeks, but not aspects like tissue handling, efficiency of repair, suturing technique, etc.

In terms of utility based on level of training, all residents agreed the tool would be most useful to a resident who was starting senior call. In this training program, a resident starts senior call mid-way through their second year, meaning they are no longer doing “junior” or “buddy” call with a senior resident on-call alongside them. As a junior resident on “buddy call”, feedback would typically be direct, in-person feedback from the senior resident and so the tool might not be as necessary in that case to facilitate feedback. Additionally, many of the on-call tasks represented by tool items, like making triage decisions, might be done by the more senior resident instead of the junior resident. One resident commented how the tool “…would be very helpful in third year when you're… doing procedures on your own that you've never done before…”, more-so compared to fourth or fifth years of training when you are more comfortable with the routine procedures seen on-call. Another resident said for a “[PGY-1 or PGY-2] in the first couple of months, maybe [the tool is] not as relevant. But I think if you are… just starting… call by yourself as a [PGY-3] or… having more responsibilities as a [PGY-4] I think [the tool] will be much more useful and relevant to that.”

Staff found it was best to complete the feedback tool in cases where there was some amount of direct interaction with the resident. For example, filling out the tool as staff based on a patient encounter reviewed by phone overnight or the subsequent day was easier to do than if the resident sent the tool off a few days after the on-call night or did not review at all with the staff. Having some amount of direct interaction provided more information for the staff to base the assessment on and prompted staff to think about what feedback to give earlier on. One staff member considered completion of the tool as part of a debrief “the ideal situation”, because if “you’re actually just talking to someone…”
as opposed to having no interaction with the resident, helpful feedback “…tends to come a bit more.”.

Finally, two interviewees brought up the notion that the tool may be most useful for cases that did not go as well or had room for improvement: “…if there's something that's not gone well… then that feedback is probably even more, maybe not valuable, but critical I guess to improvement.” There was concern that if the tool was designed to be more summative than formative in nature, residents would only send it out when an interaction or case went well. If an encounter with a patient went perfectly, there would not be as much room for constructive feedback to be given and this could affect the overall tool utility.

*Ease of Use*

Interviewees commented on both the process of triggering and completing the tool as well as tool design and content. Everyone agreed that the process of triggering and completing the tool was easily done. The fact there were multiple formats of the assessment available was useful as some staff preferred one format to another: “The New Innovations one is certainly easier to follow through a link. And not that the PDF one was overly arduous or anything, but I think … having it in a ready to use format… definitely takes away some of the roadblocks.” A different staff member found it was “quicker just being emailed [the PDF] directly than having to log in to a third-party platform…”

The length of the tool was well received as all three staff members liked how it was limited to one-page. The individual item prompts and associated rating scale were considered clear as well: “I think that everybody involved in medical education could follow… [the tool] in a relatively easy way without any teaching or, you know, prompting…and needing really to be briefed on how to do it. It's all it's all… pretty straightforward.” Furthermore, regarding the items, one staff member said, “I don't think I ever completed one thinking that there was a category left out or that I wasn't able to adequately explain.” When asked about whether they could differentiate between different numbers on the rating scale, staff did think this was clear: “I think I could get a sense of the difference... between a two and a three and a three and a four on the rating
scale, whereas like five is fairly independent. So yeah, I thought that was clear.” Another staff said that the rating scale “did seem easy to triage” and that people are generally used to Likert-style scales.

**Future Directions**

Despite being considered a relatively easy process to trigger and complete a tool, both staff and residents identified potential to improve the experience. We categorized these suggestions under the theme of future directions.

Three residents brought up how it would be helpful for the process to be more automated overall. This may be more relevant for the residents in the CBME/CBD curriculum: “It would be better if [the assessment] was automatic somehow. But I think overall, especially like I'm not in CBD, so it doesn't really matter to me as much, but I think for you guys it will help you get EPAs.” Another resident said: “I guess it would be nice if in the future… this was kind of an automatic thing where the resident isn't responsible for triggering…” More automation could also help with reminding staff members of the request to complete the tool. A feature was suggested where you could enter the date the patient you saw on call is being seen for follow-up in and the system would “automatically trigger a reminder or something or just send [the form] out the day before [the visit date].” This would rely on the resident knowing when the patient was coming back and does put the onus on the resident in that regard. Another suggestion was to integrate into a phone app: “Something like [an app] would make [the process] easier.” Instead of having to log-in through a webpage or partially complete a PDF to then send to a staff member, one resident said a more streamlined process would be to “have an app on my phone, [where you could] right click here and type in a name and it gets sent.”

**4.4 Discussion**

Based on the results of the semi-structured interviews, there is limited feedback given to residents about on-call performance. When feedback is given, it is largely in the form of immediate case discussion, and the primary driver of the feedback exchange is the resident. Multiple other studies have found low quantity and quality of feedback in other
postgraduate medical education settings\textsuperscript{96,97(p),98}. This finding is not surprising, as there are numerous barriers to requesting and receiving feedback overnight including waking staff up from sleep, communication indirectly through text or on the phone instead of in person, time constraints on a busy shift, fear of negative feedback, etc. Patients who come to hospital overnight may have presentations that differ from what the on-call staff typically manages in their day-to-day practice, potentially resulting in lower staff credibility, which has been shown to negatively affect feedback seeking by residents\textsuperscript{127}. An example of this could be a sub-specialty reconstructive breast surgeon providing guidance to a resident on a complex craniofacial case on-call. There is clearly room for improving the feedback given based on what residents do overnight on-call.

The results of the national survey in Chapter 2 revealed only a minority of resident were truly unsatisfied with the quantity or quality of feedback given to them on-call, but many residents did express a neutral opinion. In our interviews, although residents clearly outlined the limited level of feedback given to them based on what they did on-call, they did not describe associated dissatisfaction or frustration. However, like what was seen in the national survey results, resident interviewees did express an interest in improving the feedback culture.

Based on our results, implementing the tool appeared to increase feedback provision. Part of this change came from formalizing and standardizing the feedback process. A common reason for a lack of trainee feedback is a poor culture of feedback\textsuperscript{98,128}. Delva et al. described how a culture or learning climate that normalizes feedback can make residents seek more feedback\textsuperscript{98}. In this study, standardization of the feedback process through use of the tool not only prompted residents to consider requesting feedback, but also forced staff to “sit down and think” about a resident’s performance in more reflective fashion. An emphasis on specific, actionable, and timely feedback has been highlighted in numerous reports in the literature\textsuperscript{99,128,129}. Implementation of the tool may play a role in changing the culture of feedback. Further observation is needed to determine whether a tool like this has a long-standing impact on feedback or a catalytic effect as outlined by Norcini et al. in their criteria for good assessment\textsuperscript{15}.
The administrative burden of WBAs is a commonly cited barrier to implementation and acceptance\textsuperscript{40,130}. Both feasibility and acceptability are critical components of good assessment, particularly formative assessment\textsuperscript{15}. We worked to make the tool triggering and completion process as unobtrusive as possible to optimize feasibility and acceptability. Both residents and staff agreed the process was straightforward, easy, and that the tool itself was well designed and clear. However, residents did suggest having a more automated triggering process would help, while recognizing that this would require more advanced software or app functions. Because this tool was designed to provide feedback based on what residents did on-call, we believed it was also important for it to not get in the way of independent decision-making by residents. A desire for independence has been found to impact decisions whether to seek clinical support by trainees\textsuperscript{49}. Our results did not find a negative impact of the tool on independence.

Another challenge in WBA implementation is a lack of understanding of the purpose of the assessment\textsuperscript{38}. A critical principle of CBD is the focus on low-stakes formative assessments for learning instead of relying on summative assessments of learning\textsuperscript{17,18}. However, medical trainees still often interpret formative assessments as having a summative intent, which negatively affects feedback-seeking and acceptance\textsuperscript{45,46}. There were no instances of confusion with regards to the formative intent of our tool. This was a reassuring finding as residents seemed to feel comfortable receiving feedback through the tool. If the tool is to be applied in the future with more of a summative intent, perceived utility may decrease or there may be a trend towards a resident triggering an assessment only in the case of a more straightforward, less difficult case, to avoid negative feedback. This possibility was brought up by two interviewees and the triggering bias to avoid negative feedback is something that has been found to affect WBA uptake in other studies\textsuperscript{38,127}. Our focus on creating a tool with a formative intent and making it clear to residents that it would not affect academic standing, seemed to help its acceptance.

An important consideration when designing this tool was that most supervision overnight is indirect. Without direct observation, entrustment decisions must rely on evidence of competence garnered from other sources, whether it be indirect interactions with
residents (e.g., on the phone), patients, the electronic medical record, post-operative visits, etc. Staff interviewees in our study reported they could provide better feedback using the tool if there was more interaction with the resident on-call for that specific case. Often this interaction was in the form of phone calls or text messaging. Although in-the-moment WBAs informed by direct observation form the cornerstone of a competency-based program\textsuperscript{18,22,58}, we know that direct observation occurs infrequently\textsuperscript{63,65,131}. Furthermore, as the adoption of CBME continues, supervisors will need to engage in more frequent trainee assessments, and it is unrealistic to expect supervisors to directly observe each trainee interaction. Our results suggest that if a supervisor is assessing a trainee, but is unable to directly observed performance, ensuring some amount of communication with the trainee, even in the form of a quick case discussion by telephone, is beneficial. More communication between a resident and their assessor increases the information available to base an assessment on. In future studies, we plan to further explore what information staff members might be using to assign a score to each item. It would also be important to specifically examine what may make on-call related feedback credible from a resident perspective.

4.5 Conclusions

This study examined the impact, feasibility, and acceptability of the on-call tool developed in Chapter 3 through qualitative analysis of semi-structured interviews with residents and staff. Implementation of the tool was reported to have increased the amount of feedback given to residents based on their performance on-call and improved the structure of staff feedback. Staff were better able to complete the form and provide constructive feedback when they had more direct interaction with residents on-call. The tool triggering and completion process was considered simple and straightforward by both residents and staff and no negative consequences arose because of tool implementation.

A limitation of this study was potential selection bias relating to the interview participants. An inclusion criterion was that a participant must have completed or triggered at least one assessment. One resident commented how they did not send an assessment to a particular staff for feedback because they knew the assessment would not
be completed or would not contain much in terms of constructive feedback. This hesitancy to trigger assessments is a phenomenon described in previous medical education literature\textsuperscript{98,99}. Therefore, only interviewing staff members who have completed at least one assessment, may have excluded those staff members who are less invested in the feedback-giving process. If there was an expectation in the future that this tool be completed by all staff members, more negative impressions of the tool could arise. Implementing a mandatory tool completion process may reveal negative consequences or other limitations which would have to be addressed. For any tool, there will be variable engagement from a staff and resident perspective.

Another possible limitation was that interview participants, particularly resident participants, may have been hesitant to share negative experiences with the interviewer (EM), who is a co-resident colleague. To limit this, as part of the consent process, anonymity of responses and the fact opinions would not affect academic standing, were emphasized. Having a co-resident colleague conduct interviews may have been better than a staff interviewer given the potential for a power differential\textsuperscript{132,133}. An anonymous survey sent to pilot participants to gather impressions on the tool could be useful to corroborate some of the results of this qualitative study.
Chapter 5

5 Summary of Validity Evidence and Conclusions

5.1 Introduction

This final chapter is intended to summarize the validity evidence collected within this thesis. All chapters contributed validity evidence. We used Messick’s framework to present our evidence in the categories of content evidence, response process evidence, internal structure evidence, relations to other variables evidence and consequences evidence\(^{82}\). The amount of evidence within each category varies, however, this is typical as validity should be thought of as existing on a spectrum and collection of evidence is an ongoing process\(^{90}\). As such, in this chapter we will also identify directions for future validity research and describe some overarching limitations within this thesis.

5.2 Validity Evidence

5.2.1 Content Evidence

Content evidence comes from ensuring the content within an assessment reflects the assessment’s construct of interest\(^{82,83}\). The construct of our tool was surgical resident competence on-call. Time spent on-call makes up a significant portion of residency training and is considered instrumental to the development of clinical independence, however, there is minimal literature on what competence on-call entails\(^{50}\). A 2020 study of internal medicine residents sought to explore the experience of senior medical residents on-call overnight and found they must effectively perform in many domains including communication (with other health-care providers, nursing staff, and junior trainees), supervision of junior trainees, delegation of tasks, organization, and documentation\(^{56}\). Brady et al. designed the Orthopedic Intern Skills Assessment to simulate eleven clinical skills that an orthopedic resident would be required to do on-call in an attempt to assess whether interns were ready to transition to independent call without direct supervision\(^{134}\). All but one of these skills were procedural in nature. Another study team designed an On-Call Assessment Tool (OCAT) to evaluate what they considered three critical aspects of on-call performance: patient care, timeliness, and
sense of urgency\textsuperscript{57}. These studies exhibit the breadth of required skills on-call.

Ultimately, the success of a competency-based program relies on having assessments that reflect true clinical practice. So, understanding the important aspects of clinical practice on-call is crucial to design assessments specific to the on-call setting\textsuperscript{23,135}.

We used the consensus group methodology of NGT to harness the insights of surgical education experts to create tool content reflecting our construct of interest. NGT has been used in the past to develop items for assessment tools\textsuperscript{35,72}. We believe our consensus group members were well equipped to discuss resident competence on-call. Two staff surgeon members were active program directors at the time of meeting, another two were former program directors, and the fifth staff surgeon was the CBME lead for the Division of PRS. The last group member was a senior surgical resident. The members represented three surgical specialties and the staff had an average academic hospital clinical experience of 17 years. The recommended steps for conducting a consensus group were followed, providing further credibility to the content development process\textsuperscript{69}. The consensus group generated a list of ten items they agreed were essential components of surgical resident competence on-call.

The items from the consensus group can easily be linked to the CanMEDs roles used extensively in medical education literature (Table 18) (see Appendix 11 for CanMEDs role definitions).

\textbf{Table 18.} Linking CanMEDs roles to consensus group items

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CanMEDs Role</th>
<th>Related Consensus Group Items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Medical Expert</td>
<td>Time management on call, recognition of urgency, appropriate use of backup, appropriate follow-up plan, overall management plan, clinical-judgement and/or decisions for treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leader</td>
<td>Time management on call, recognition of urgency of presentation and appropriate follow-up plan</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In the national survey from Chapter 2, PRS PDs were asked which CanMEDs roles they considered important to assess on-call. All agreed that medical expert, communicator, and leader were important. Four of five PDs agreed collaborator and professional were important to assess, while only two thought health advocate would be important, and only one selected scholar. In general, more consensus group items link to the CanMEDs roles deemed more important by program directors in the national survey (medical expert, communicator, and leader), further signifying their importance as aspects of on-call competence. There were no consensus group items that we believe link well to the health advocate or scholar roles. These two roles are likely better assessed in contexts other than the on-call period.

Two points of interest came up when defining the construct of interest. One was whether patient satisfaction was an essential part of competence on-call and the other was whether technical skills and clinical outcomes were important to assess. 

**Patient Satisfaction Content**

All five PDs agreed the CanMEDs role of communicator was important to assess, however, only 40% of PDs specifically deemed patient satisfaction with overall encounter and patient satisfaction with communication as important to assess (Table 4). The CanMEDs role of communicator is actually specific to communication with patients, while the collaborator role relates more to communication with the medical team, so this discrepant finding from the survey may relate more to PDs being unclear as to the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Collaborator</td>
<td>Handover process, documentation of encounter, and appropriate use of backup/knowing own limitations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communicator</td>
<td>Communication with patient, development of rapport with patient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional</td>
<td>Development of rapport with patient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scholar</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Advocate</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the national survey from Chapter 2, PRS PDs were asked which CanMEDs roles they considered important to assess on-call. All agreed that medical expert, communicator, and leader were important. Four of five PDs agreed collaborator and professional were important to assess, while only two thought health advocate would be important, and only one selected scholar. In general, more consensus group items link to the CanMEDs roles deemed more important by program directors in the national survey (medical expert, communicator, and leader), further signifying their importance as aspects of on-call competence. There were no consensus group items that we believe link well to the health advocate or scholar roles. These two roles are likely better assessed in contexts other than the on-call period.

Two points of interest came up when defining the construct of interest. One was whether patient satisfaction was an essential part of competence on-call and the other was whether technical skills and clinical outcomes were important to assess. 

**Patient Satisfaction Content**

All five PDs agreed the CanMEDs role of communicator was important to assess, however, only 40% of PDs specifically deemed patient satisfaction with overall encounter and patient satisfaction with communication as important to assess (Table 4). The CanMEDs role of communicator is actually specific to communication with patients, while the collaborator role relates more to communication with the medical team, so this discrepant finding from the survey may relate more to PDs being unclear as to the
CanMEDs role descriptions. Clarification of the definitions and functions of each CanMEDs role within the survey may have resolved this discrepancy. In the national survey, residents noted a relative disinterest in receiving feedback on patient satisfaction with the overall on-call encounter (30% selecting they would want feedback in this area) and patient satisfaction with communication (14% selecting they would want feedback). Ultimately, two patient feedback-related items were included in the final consensus group list. There is a potential discordance between what residents want feedback on based on the national survey and what the consensus group members consider important to assess on-call.

Among medical educators there is agreement that patient feedback is important for resident learning and development. Multi-source feedback, where feedback is obtained not just from supervisors, but from other medical team members and patients has been shown to benefit skills like communication and professionalism. The low ranking of importance given to patient-related feedback in the national survey might reflect that while residents value this type of feedback, they may be skeptical of its accuracy and utility for educational improvement. One resident interviewed in Chapter 4 reflected positively on the inclusion of patient feedback as a means of improving their communication. A qualitative study examining pediatric resident perspectives on patient and family feedback found residents thought they provided an important perspective on communication and interpersonal skills compared to feedback from other sources.

Based on our consensus group results, patient communication and professionalism are important aspects of on-call competence, however it will be important going forward to strike a balance between what residents want feedback on and what staff physicians think residents should get feedback on. Finding ways to improve the accuracy and credibility of patient feedback might improve its reception, potentially by having it mediated by a faculty coach or advisor. The items included in our assessment could also be altered to meet the specific needs for a different program, specialty, or resident group.

Technical and Outcome-Related Content
Residents in the national survey valued feedback on clinical outcomes and technical-related decisions, but these aspects of care did not achieve consensus during the consensus group meeting. Consensus group members had a lengthy discussion about the items surgical adjuncts used, technical decision-making and procedural/clinical outcomes. Concern was raised about assigning a score for technical performance based on only seeing the result of, for example, a laceration repair or placement of a chest tube. It was thought the result may not always be reflective of the process that took place during the procedure. Gathering information from a procedure note was not thought to reliably reflect the true path taken either. For clinical outcomes, concerns were raised they would not always be assessable given the timeframe needed for some outcomes to occur. Within the interviews we held, some residents thought the tool was most applicable to procedurally based consults, and the tool had value in that it could provide feedback on outcomes in some situations. The existing literature suggests technical-related skills and decision-making benefits from in-the-moment teaching and coaching\textsuperscript{26,143}. This is not to say that technical skills cannot be learned on-call, in fact, we believe that the on-call period is an excellent time to develop technical skills. Rather, assessment of technical skills may be better in other environments, like the operating room or in a simulation setting\textsuperscript{26,29}. There is an obvious interest from residents for improved feedback on clinical outcomes and technical skills on-call, but the challenge is to determine the best way to achieve this. As it stands now, residents mostly hear about clinical outcomes through review of medical record reports or by reaching out to staff. Feedback on-call regarding technical skills should happen in the case of a senior resident supervising a junior or if a case goes to the operating room where staff will be present.

\textit{Additional Components of Competence On-Call}

An important consideration is whether items generated in the working group encompass the extent of what surgical resident competence on-call entails. As suggested by Burm et al., inter-disciplinary communication with nursing staff, emergency physicians, outside hospital physicians, etc. is another critical aspect of effective performance for residents on-call\textsuperscript{56}. While our tool looked to capture communication with patients and in the form of handover, communication with other team members was not captured. A limitation to
our method of defining the intended construct might have been the question we posed to consensus group members: “what are the important aspects to include on a tool assessing surgical resident competence on-call?”. The addition of “…include on a tool…” within the question may have led to an emphasis of the competence aspects that are more feasible to assess (with a tool), rather than simply outlining the entire spectrum of competence on-call. As already discussed, technical ability is another aspect that working group members did not think was important to assess on-call and determined was better assessed through direct observation in other settings, however the ability of a surgical resident to effectively perform a procedure overnight would still contribute to competence on-call in a broader sense.

One of our thesis objectives was “to identify key elements of surgical resident competence on-call using consensus group methodology”. We believe we identified many key elements, particularly the ones that working group members thought were the most important to assess on-call, but not all key elements. Without a doubt, the items in our tool do not capture the entirety of surgical resident competence on-call and this will have to be considered going forward.

To see whether the tool items reflect on-call competence in other surgical specialties we should explore the opinions of a larger sample of surgeons from other specialties and consider piloting the tool in other programs. Further revision of the tool based on emerging evidence in the literature regarding on-call competence must be done as well.

5.2.2 Response Evidence

Response process evidence examines "how well rater or examinee actions (responses) align with the intended construct”⁹¹. Part of the response process involves a rater’s interpretation of the scoring system. For our tool, we created a novel construct-aligned scale, which provides evaluators with a standardized way of scoring based on the way day-to-day entrustment decisions are made, instead of relying on a traditional abstract scales (e.g., 1 = poor, 5 = excellent)². The use of construct-aligned scales has been shown to result in more reliable and discriminating ratings compared to traditional scales¹⁴⁴ and they have been used widely in other medical education assessment
tools\textsuperscript{29,35,106,144,145}. All staff members we interviewed in Chapter 4 commented on how they could appreciate the differences between the various scale levels. We did not specifically ask how their scoring decisions were made. Looking at the quantitative pilot results from Chapter 3, five of nine items had a minimum score given of two, which means staff were prepared to say the resident required in-person supervision to safely complete the task. All items had a negative skew (a bias towards higher ratings), which was to be expected given the level of training of the residents being assessed. The expectation for more senior PGY2 residents is that they can at least complete all necessary tasks on their own, but still may need higher levels of indirect supervision, which matches with the range of scores given. Including early PGY2 residents or PGY1 residents would almost certainly result in more scores from the lower end of the construct-aligned scale.

The construct of construct-aligned scales in medical education is most often some type of entrustment\textsuperscript{146}. This was the case for our scale, as EM and AG reflected on the natural progression of entrustment on-call. Entrustment of residents on-call differs from daytime, as staff are not in hospital, and the onus is primarily on the resident to seek out supervision. Because staff are not in hospital, most supervision is indirect, which is what we found reported in the national survey. The scale we developed contained three tiers of indirect supervision on a spectrum of requiring some direction from staff to no direction from staff.

Day-to-day entrustment decisions on-call are made retrospectively, which was reflected in the wording of our scale. Retrospective scales reflect prior performance (e.g., how much supervision was required or provided to the trainee), whereas prospective scales require a rater to think ahead and make decisions about trust, which is a significant responsibility\textsuperscript{147}. Either type can be used depending on the purpose of the tool. Again, from our qualitative interviews, staff agreed that the scale we designed accurately reflected the progression of entrustment on-call for residents. The response process for raters was hopefully optimized by using this intuitive entrustment construct-aligned scale.
Another way to optimize response process suggested in the literature is rater training. The act of conducting rater training alone does not equate to response process evidence, instead a study has to examine the impact of rater training. The training given to raters in our study was limited. Orientation to the study and tool was done at the beginning of a scheduled academic meeting, however, the construct-aligned scale and the items were not specifically discussed. We also sent a follow-up email to staff members going over the study and tool basics again. Although intuitively rater training might make sense as a means of reducing score variance, this has not been born out in the medical education literature. Rater training for the mini-CEX, probably the most studied WBA, did not find a significant improvement in inter-rater reliability or scoring accuracy. The transition to using more construct-aligned scales may partly explain the lack of benefit seen from rater training.

Quality control of completed tools and scores is also part of the response process evidence. If data entry or reporting is inaccurate, ratings are not appropriately portrayed, impacting the response process. In our study, we had no instances of incomplete data within the completed forms. We did not, however, have a mechanism to ensure the number of forms returned to the study team for analysis equaled the number of forms completed by assessors. This would not be a problem if all assessments were completed online, but because we included the option to complete the assessment on paper or through an emailed pdf, completed tools could have not been returned to the study team. With multiple formats being available, it also raises the question as to whether assessors score differently depending on the format they are using, an area of potential research.

Going forward, we could complete think-aloud scoring with raters, where raters explain their decision-making behind items scores in-the-moment, to provide further response process evidence. This would help with understanding what information raters are using to make their assessments, whether it be chart review, seeing the patient in person, observations made during the call period itself, etc.

Overall, the response process evidence for our study largely comes from the design and application of our novel construct-aligned scale. Both our qualitative and quantitative
results suggest the scale is easily interpreted, that scoring choices are logical, and that it accurately reflects the natural progression of entrustment on-call.

5.2.3 Internal Structure Evidence

Internal structure evidence examines the relations between items in a tool, their relation to the underlying construct, as well as results from generalizability studies and measures of reliability\textsuperscript{77}. In this thesis, we collected item-level statistics and ran a generalizability study.

There were 63 occasions of tool completion across ten residents over a six-month period. Over six months there are approximately 180 call shifts, so for around 30\% of those a tool was completed. This is slightly lower than the expected rate of completion, but there are multiple potential explanations for this. During some call shifts, residents may not have any consults at all, and even if a consult occurs, a resident may not always feel the need for feedback if it is something they are comfortable with. If a case went to the operating room overnight, hopefully feedback would be given in the moment, meaning the tool would be needed less to facilitate feedback. Residents did not receive any stipends or honoraria for completing the tools and part of the consent process was ensuring residents understood this was not mandatory and would not affect their academic standing, so this may have limited engagement. If the rate of tool completion is to be increased, the tool will likely have to be more formally implemented into the assessment curriculum.

Analyzing the items, the average score across all items was 4.03 ± 0.83. Five items had a minimum score of 2, with 3 being the minimum score on the other four items. This shows a clear tendency towards higher scores. Given we conducted this study with residents who are at the mid-PGY2 level and higher, it would have been concerning for any of the residents to get an item score of 1 (required complete takeover by a more senior physician). If the tool was used to assess PGY1 and early PGY2 residents as well, we would expect to see increased use of the lower end of the scale.
The overall reliability of the tool was 0.67. This reliability estimate includes the variance from all the measured facets. We found a generalization coefficient of 0.92 when looking at generalization between items (equivalent to internal consistency) and 0.28 when looking at generalization across occasions. For reference, the initial pilot of the O-Score had a reliability of 0.82 with 72 evaluations of 20 residents\textsuperscript{29}. We believe the overall reliability of 0.67 for our tool is acceptable given this is pilot data obtained from a relatively small sample. Furthermore, much of the benefit of conducting a G-study derives from getting a more nuanced understanding of where the variance in scores comes from. From our G-study we can conclude that to increase reliability in our tool increasing the number of occasions would be more important compared to changing the number of items within the tool.

The finding of an internal consistency value of 0.92 is not particularly surprising as all tool items were considered representative of surgical resident competence on-call (based on the consensus group). In theory, the item scores should increase relatively uniformly as competence increases. A high internal consistency value such as this means assessment of our construct of interest could be done using fewer items. However, this was a consensus group developed list, and each item was considered an important element of on-call competence. So, for the purpose of formative feedback to residents, we believe all items should be retained.

A possible bias in our finding of high internal consistency and high average item scores could be the halo effect. This is where there is an inability to grade separate aspects of performance independently or where ratings are influenced by characteristics other than the targeted item or ability\textsuperscript{118,119}. The halo effect is frequently seen in assessment data\textsuperscript{151}. Adopting a program of assessments is a means of overcoming some of the possible effects of this bias.

Two other facets that would be useful to examine in the G-study are rater variance and case complexity variance. We were unable to measure rater variance and inter-rater reliability as there were no instances of multiple raters scoring a specific resident’s performance based on a single patient interaction. This would be near impossible to
achieve as only one staff is on-call at a time. Score variance related to raters could be substantial for this tool. Case complexity could play a role in a different score being given for an individual resident across multiple occasions even if the rater is the same. We discussed including a box to indicate complexity of the presentation within the tool, however, decided this would be difficult to objectively determine.

Overall, the item analysis and G-study results provide internal structure evidence. The reliability of our tool was relatively low, but this is acceptable for a pilot study of a locally developed formative tool. Importantly, the results of the G-study suggest ways to improve tool reliability. As it stands, using our tool for summative assessment after only six assessments per resident, would be inappropriate given the reliability. This tool should be used in conjunction with other methods of assessment to understand resident competence more comprehensively.

5.2.4 Relations to Other Variables Evidence

Relations to other variables evidence looks at whether an assessment’s scores align with external tests or measures examining a similar or related construct. Ideally, the external tests or measures will have their own validity evidence and be well-established. The relationship can either be positive (strong association) or negative (lack of association).

There are no assessments or measures currently in place examining the construct of interest in our study, therefore we were not able to relate our results to another assessment looking at the same construct. We considered comparing against other assessment measures, like ITERs and EPAs. ITERs are the most common method of clinical evaluation in postgraduate medical education. They involve collecting data and observing performance over an extended period and then creating an integrated assessment. Despite its widespread use, there are varying reports on the ability of ITERs to provide meaningful resident assessments. The narrative comments found within ITERs have shown more promising validity evidence. Regardless of the evidence for or against use of ITERs, given the format difference of ITERs, it would be difficult to realistically compare those scores with our tool scores. Relating to EPAs was another option; however, a major barrier to this was not all residents participating in the study
were in the CBD curriculum. EPA data was only available for PGY2 residents. Comparing the on-call assessment tool results to those from EPAs relating to a similar patient presentation could be an option in the future.

Given the lack of other assessments to use to relate to our scores, we decided to relate our scores to PGY-level of training. This has been reported in other studies as relations to other variables evidence\textsuperscript{29,35,91,156}. We found our tool was able to differentiate between PGY2 and PGY4 or 5 residents, as well as between PGY3 and PGY 4 or PGY5 residents. There was no significant difference between average the scores of PGY2 and 3 residents or between the scores of PGY4 and 5 residents. The difference between more junior residents (PGY2 and 3) and more senior residents (PGY4 and 5) suggests the largest improvement in on-call competence occurs at the late PGY3 to mid PGY4 stage. This fits with responses from the semi-structured interviews. The highest burden of call occurs in PGY3, so it makes sense that the largest gains in on-call competence may occur around then, and this is when the tool was considered to be most beneficial or applicable by the residents we interviewed. In comparison, fourth- or fifth-year residents might be comfortable with the common on-call encounters, making the educational gains of a night shift smaller. The results from the G-study in Chapter 3 also show that the largest portion of the variance seen between scores seen is due to differences in PGY level. This is expected for a tool that can differentiate between PGY levels.

Relations to other variables evidence in this thesis comes from comparing tool scores to PGY level. We found a significant difference in scores with increasing PGY level. Going forward, tool scores should be compared to other measures like individual EPAs.

5.2.5 Consequences Evidence

Consequences evidence refers to the impact of the assessment and the assessment process, including beneficial or harmful effects. Despite often being under-examined, consequences evidence is an essential component of the validity argument\textsuperscript{85,157}. We performed a reflexive thematic analysis of semi-structured interviews with pilot participants to gather evidence. This allowed us to collect stronger evidence compared to just using informal participant anecdotes\textsuperscript{85}. We found both residents and staff members
considered the tool useful in improving the structure and quantity of feedback provided. To provide a reference point, we presented the impact of the tool in the context of the baseline feedback given to residents. We did not find any negative consequences resulting from tool use.

Residents found using the tool increased the amount of feedback they received. Staff found having a tool to fill out prompted them to give more feedback. As a result of the limited amount of baseline feedback, residents welcomed any improvement in the amount of feedback given. Most resident respondents from the national survey indicated they thought they would benefit from a more formal way of receiving feedback, and our tool appeared to make progress toward that goal. We did not elucidate the specific changes in resident performance or behaviour that may have resulted because of increased feedback.

Measuring the change in performance as a result of WBA implementation has been a long-standing challenge in the era of CBME. A 2012 systematic review found few quality studies showing an effect of feedback from WBAs on future performance in postgraduate medical education\(^1\). A more specific benefit of the tool in our case seemed to be that it facilitated the feedback process. Characteristics of effective feedback include being specific, timely, actionable and task-oriented and the baseline level of feedback residents described seemed to satisfy none of those features.\(^2\) The tool served as an impetus for staff to pause and reflect on a resident’s performance when an assessment was sent to them for completion, which could result in more actionable and specific feedback.

Identifying the particular tool aspects residents consider useful would be an important part of consequences evidence. Recent work has emphasized the importance of narrative comments.\(^3\) In our study, 92% of tools had at least some text included in the narrative comments section. Exactly what was in these comments was not examined. While developing our tool we intentionally moved the narrative comment section to the middle of the assessment from the bottom in our original draft, to try and maximize the rate of completion. Including a section for patient feedback on communication and overall satisfaction was positively viewed by residents, however, this was only completed in 32% of cases. Again, the specific benefit of this part of the tool was not studied.
There were no reported anticipated or unanticipated negative consequences of the tool. We were particularly interested to see whether the tool had a negative impact on perceived autonomy of practice or whether there would be issues with acceptability and feasibility. A resident has increased autonomy and less supervision on-call compared to daytime clinical activities. Autonomy, anecdotally, helps build resident confidence, decision-making abilities and plays a role in preparation for independent future practice. We did not find that our assessment tool adversely affected independence and autonomy on-call. Given the formative nature of the tool, the decision to trigger was made by the resident and so they retained control over whether feedback was given as a result.

The general perception by both residents and staff of the tool triggering and completion process was that it was feasible and acceptable. Concerns regarding administrative burden and time constraints as a result of WBA implementation is well documented in the literature. In our study, some residents brought up the potential for increased assessment burden on staff members, however, none of the staff we interviewed found the process onerous. All agreed it was straightforward and easy to complete. A study looking at the feasibility of implementing a daily WBA for feedback on cataract surgery performance also found residents were more concerned about the time or administrative burden of the assessment on behalf of staff, compared to staff themselves.

Selection bias may have played a role in the lack of negative consequences identified by the interviews. An invitation to participate in the interviews was sent to all staff who completed at least one assessment, but there were multiple staff who did not complete a single assessment and may not have been sent any assessments. If residents knew they were unlikely to get feedback of value back from a specific staff member, they would be unlikely to send a tool out for completion. If our tool is included in the program of assessment within our division and staff are obligated to complete assessments, we may see more varied opinions on the consequences of tool use.

In summary, we found evidence of positive tool consequences in our study, and a lack of negative consequences. These are promising findings; however, ongoing examination of consequences should occur as the tool is used in the future, especially if it becomes more
of an established assessment used by our program or others. Further work must be done to try and characterize the positive impact and ascertain if there are sections of the tool which are more or less useful as a means of producing actionable and valuable feedback.

5.3 Limitations

Multiple limitations have already been discussed in previous chapters. We will touch on some broader limitations here.

Assessment of trainees is ideally done after direct observation\textsuperscript{18,58,59}, as direct observation is thought to improve the reliability and validity of clinical performance ratings and allow an assessment to include more actionable and specific feedback\textsuperscript{61}. Direct observation rarely occurs during daytime hours, let alone on-call. This brings up a concern that assessments completed on residents based on what they do on-call would be less reliable, less valid and provide less meaningful feedback because of the lack of direct observation. This may be the case, however, our results show that residents still consider feedback given even after indirect observation to be beneficial, as do staff members. Not all WBAs will be appropriate for completion based on indirect observation. However, for our formative assessment looking at on-call competence, which was designed specifically with the understanding direct observation would not be possible, indirect observation appears to work. We acknowledge that summative decisions should not be made strictly based on these assessments, however they can contribute to the summative decision-making process. As mentioned before, exactly how assessors are completing the form based only on indirect observation is uncertain and needs to be examined.

A broader limitation exists with the reliance on indirect observation for assessment completion. Assessment completion primarily through indirect observation may be adequate to at least improve the assessment of competence on-call, as shown in this thesis. However, we believe using indirect observation alone is not sufficient to generate the most accurate assessment of competence on-call. For example, our tool asks staff to rate a resident’s ability to triage. A staff rater may be able to gather some insight into this aspect through discussion with the resident and determining their own impression of the urgency of the presentation. To most accurately rate ability to triage though, staff would
probably have to listen in on the conversation between the resident and the emergency physician asking for a consult, for example. Also, as mentioned in section 5.2.1., the construct of surgical resident competence on-call is almost certainly broader than what was represented by items in our tool. If inter-disciplinary communication is also an important aspect of competence on-call, rating this this would require input from the health professionals a resident is communicating with, something indirect observation by a staff would be unable to capture. The most robust method of assessing competence on-call likely involves more multi-source feedback to increase direct observation and rely less on indirect observation.

The other question raised is whether our tool is generalizable. The working group we held did involve other surgical specialties, and we believe this did allow us to describe competence on-call more broadly. We did not, however, conduct the tool pilot in surgical specialties other than plastic surgery. We also did not survey residents or PDs from other specialties in Chapter 2 and did not interview residents or staff from other specialties in Chapter 4. Additionally, our program is quite small, having only 12 residents and 11 staff surgeons in total. We do think this tool is at least generalizable to other PRS programs based on our findings from the national survey as well as the fact the structure of call is similar across all PRS programs. The baseline culture of feedback and existing assessment patterns at our institution is likely similar to that in other PRS programs. The call structure for specialties like general surgery and orthopedics, for example, is different and the effect of differing call structures on the impact of our tool would be worthwhile to look at. As mentioned previously, part of the assessment design process is ongoing collection of validity evidence. Piloting our tool in plastic surgery was a realistic first step and expanding to other specialties can be done going forward.

5.4 Future Directions

Program of Assessments

Good assessment requires a programmatic approach\textsuperscript{20}. Utilizing a combination of different assessments can alleviate the downsides of each individual assessment and allow the right assessment to be used at the right time for the right purpose\textsuperscript{17}. The tool
developed in this thesis should not be used in isolation, but rather contribute as one component in a program of assessment. Program directors from other institutions and other specialties will have to decide whether our tool is applicable to their unique setting and appropriate for their own program needs. In our program, the tool can continue to be used as designed, and we also plan to work on ways to link the tool with the EPA system.

**Future Format**

We did see a variety of format preferences from both staff and residents, however from a long-term logistics and feasibility perspective, narrowing the number of ways to complete and trigger the assessment to just one electronic format is likely to happen. This would hopefully further simplify the documentation process, make feedback immediately available to residents, and allow for tracking over time. A way to automatically remind staff members about the fact they have an assessment to trigger, and potentially time this with when a patient is coming back to clinic, is much more feasible in an electronic assessment format versus paper format. Elentra (Elentra Corp, Kingston) is the software used in our program for completing and tracking of EPAs, so this could be a reasonable option to use.

**Validity Evidence**

There are many obvious areas for future research directions in terms of collecting more validity evidence. For content evidence, we could expand use of the tool to other institutions and other surgical specialties and elicit general feedback on the tool to ensure it represents the construct of interest. For response process evidence, we could carry out think-aloud studies and examine the effect of rater training. For internal structure evidence, we could examine what changes in our tool design or items might improve reliability. For relations to other variables evidence, we could look at the association of scores with relevant EPAs. For consequences evidence, we could see if there are parts of the tool that are more or less impactful in terms of providing useful feedback and whether the tool has quantifiable effects on performance or competence.
5.5 Conclusions

This thesis originated from an informal request from residents in our plastic surgery program for more feedback based on what they did on-call. We took this locally identified gap, and first confirmed its presence in other PRS programs across Canada through a national survey. We then used consensus group methodology to describe what competence on-call entails for surgical residents. We took the results of the consensus group and applied them using assessment development principles to create a novel formative assessment. We piloted this tool within our division and collected validity evidence using a modern validity framework to show that our tool does achieve its intended purpose of providing formative feedback to residents based on what they do on-call. Additionally, the consensus from staff members and residents was that the tool was feasible, acceptable and its use did not result in any negative consequences.
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Appendix 2. Email script for potential survey participants

Email Invitation

Dear colleagues,

You are being invited to participate in a study assessing the current state of feedback for on-call encounters in Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery programs across Canada. This study involves a 5-minute anonymous survey. All questions are completely voluntary. Participation is directed at program directors as well as PGY2 to PGY5 residents.

To complete the survey and review the Letter of Information please click here or copy and paste the link into your browser: https://redcap.lawsonresearch.ca/surveys/?s=7J8K7TJXNN

If you have any questions or concerns, please contact Eric Mitchell at or Please note that email is not a secure form of communication.

Thank you,

Eric Mitchell MD
Resident, Department of Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery, Western University

Aaron Grant MD MEd
Program Director, Department of Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery, Western University
### Appendix 3. National survey questions

**Survey**

Please complete the survey below.

Thank you!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Options</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Are you a:                                                               | ☐ Program Director  
☐ Resident PGY 2 - 5                                                                 |
| What year of residency training are you currently in?                   | ☐ PGY2  
☐ PGY3  
☐ PGY4  
☐ PGY5                                                                 |
| Approximately how many procedures do you perform on-call per month?     | ☐ None  
☐ 1-4  
☐ 5-9  
☐ 10-14  
☐ 15 or more                                                                 |
| What level of supervision do you usually receive on-call, not including  | ☐ No supervision (no communication with on-call staff until morning     |
| cases that go to the operating room?                                     | handover)  
☐ Indirect supervision (communication with on-call staff remotely by     |
|                                                                          | phone/ text)  
☐ Direct supervision (on-call staff present in person for at least part |
|                                                                          | of call shift)  
☐ Other (explain below)                                                                 |
| Other                                                                   |                                                                         |
| What level of indirect supervision best describes what you usually      | ☐ I always discuss management plans with the on-call staff  
☐ I often discuss management plans with the on-call staff  
☐ I rarely discuss management plans with the on-call staff  
☐ Other (explain below)                                                                 |
| cases that go to the operating room?                                     |                                                                         |
| Other                                                                   |                                                                         |
| What is your level of satisfaction with the amount of feedback you       | ☐ Very unsatisfied  
☐ Unsatisfied  
☐ Neutral  
☐ Satisfied  
☐ Very satisfied                                                                 |
| receive from staff based on on-call encounters?                         |                                                                         |
| What is your level of satisfaction with the quality of feedback you     | ☐ Very unsatisfied  
☐ Unsatisfied  
☐ Neutral  
☐ Satisfied  
☐ Very satisfied                                                                 |
| receive from staff based on on-call encounters?                         |                                                                         |
| Does your program currently use any tools or forms to provide feedback  | ☐ Yes (please explain below)  
☐ No  
☐ Unsure                                                                 |
| to residents on-call?                                                    |                                                                         |
Please explain which tools or forms are used

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Options</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Do you believe you would benefit as a resident from having a more formal method of receiving feedback?</td>
<td>Yes, No, Unsure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How does your program currently assess resident on-call performance? (outside of operating room cases)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do you think there is room for more feedback to be given to residents based on on-call performance?</td>
<td>Yes, No, Unsure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does your program currently use a tool or form to provide feedback to residents based on on-call performance?</td>
<td>Yes (if so, please describe what is used below), No, Unsure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Please describe what tools or forms are currently being used</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do you think residents and staff would benefit from having a tool or form to provide feedback to residents based on on-call performance?</td>
<td>Yes, No, Unsure</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Appendix 4. Open-ended responses from national survey

| PD | Staff are not necessarily at the same site as residents making formal debriefing/evaluation difficult. A standard form may be helpful in structuring feedback but further evaluations on top of EPAs and O-scores may be onerous for residents |
| PD | I think that call is one of the few opportunities residents have to triage, manage, and communicate with minimal in-person supervision. This is very important in fostering independence and self-assessment. Any tool devised should not take away from that (i.e., I do not think call is the time to have witnessed encounters or more supervision). |
| Resident PGY2 | I think it would be onerous to have feedback after every call shift (usually 9 a month as a junior). It would, however, be helpful if it were formally set up that at the end of the block each staff gave a bit of feedback on things done well, things to improve on. |
| Resident PGY2 | Ideal time may be when patients return for follow up with the staff on call, could be discussed with the resident who saw them about what was/was not done well/outcomes/what can be done to improve management next time |
| Resident PGY3 | On weekend calls I will see 5-7 consults or more and during week day evenings 1-2 usually with peripheral consults via the phone as well. If a tool were to be developed it should not be something that is a make work instrument for residents. It needs to have staff buy in or it will just add to the administrative burned and make me sad. |
| Resident PGY4 | I appreciate when staff reward us for the work we do on call by taking time to teach or discuss a case. No feedback/teaching and a request for the demographic details to aid their billing leaves a sour taste |
| Resident PGY5 | Some sort of formalized feedback or patient follow-up tool would be nice. At current time I informally follow my patients on call using the EMR or texting attendings but need to piece together how they are doing based on clinical notes and a more formal/complete information would be nice to refine my decision making |
| Resident  | PGY5 | I just ask the staff directly if they agree or not with my management plan (for more difficult or instances that I am uncertain) and get direct feedback that way. Better than another form to fill out and faster time to feedback and putting it into action. |
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Appendix 6. Preliminary London On-Call Assessment Tool

LOCAT (London On-call Assessment Tool)

Name of Resident: ____________________________

Staff Surgeon On-call: ______________________

Name of Patient: _____________________________

Date of Procedure: ___________________________

MRN: _________________________________

Procedure Performed: ________________________

Date of Clinic Visit: _________________________

The purpose of this scale is to evaluate the trainee’s performance of this procedure based on both (1) patient satisfaction and (2) expert evaluation of both management plan and outcomes.

Level of patient satisfaction:
Please ask the patient to rate their experience with the resident who performed the procedure using the visual analog scale. Ask the patient to focus on the resident’s bedside manner, professionalism, communication etc.
If the patient is unsatisfied, please leave written feedback below.

![Visual Analog Scale]

0 1 2 3 4 5  Pt would trust resident to repeat procedure
Pt would not trust resident to repeat procedure

Quality of surgical outcome:
(for example, consider: skin closure, tendon repair strength, adequate bone resection, presence of complications like infection)

1 Poor surgical outcome
2 Satisfactory surgical outcome
3 Average surgical outcome
4 Good surgical outcome
5 Great surgical outcome

Quality of surgical adjuncts: (for example, consider: quality of splint, splinting position)

1 Poor outcome from surgical adjunct
2 Satisfactory outcome from surgical adjunct
3 Neutral outcome from surgical adjunct
4 Good outcome from surgical adjunct
5 Great outcome from surgical adjunct

Quality of post-procedural plan: (for example, consider: follow up timeline, CCAC set up)

1 Inappropriate post-op plan
2 Satisfactory post-op plan
3 Neutral post-op plan
4 Good post-op plan
5 Great post-op plan

Overall assessment of resident’s management of this on-call procedure:

1 Needs definite improvement
2 Acceptable management with multiple areas for improvement
3 Satisfactory management with some room for improvement
4 Good management appropriate to level of training
5 Excellent management above level of training

Additional feedback:

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________
Appendix 7. Literature review search protocol

Database: Ovid MEDLINE(R) ALL <2000 to current>

Search Strategy:

1 professional competence/ or clinical competence/ or (clinical$ and (skill$ or expertise$ or competen$)).mp. [SHOULD BE ADDED? Competency-Based Education/] (205530)

2 exp *Education, Medical, Graduate/ or exp "Internship and Residency"/ or *"Fellowships and Scholarships"/ (71914)

3 (resident$ or fellow$ or residenc$).ti. or (resident$ or fellow$ or residenc$).ab. /freq=2 (133074)

4 ((biomedical or clinical or medical or resident$ or fellow$ or residenc$) adj5 rotation$).tw,kf. (4477)

5 ((biomedical or clinical or medical) adj5 (resident$ or fellow$ or residenc$)).tw,kw,kf. (17698)

6 exp *Physicians/ or (doctor$ or surgeon$ or general pract$ or GPS1 or physician$).ti. or (doctor$ or surgeon$ or general pract$ or GPS1 or physician$).ab. /freq=2 (489816)

7 (graduate$ adj3 (student$ or intern$1 or trainee$ or resident$)).tw,kw,kf. (7935)

8 or/2-7 (646991)

9 1 and 8 (49499)

10 (perform$ adj5 (overnight$ or over-night$ or night$ or on-call or oncall or call)).tw,kf. (3060)

11 (perform$ adj5 (in-clinic$ or in-practice$)).mp. (4564)

12 ((on-call or oncall) and (service or duty or duties or hours or shift$1 or system)).tw,kw,kf. (1972)

13 (transition$ adj3 practice$).tw,kw,kf. (1564)

14 (Independent$ adj3 practice$).tw,kw,kf. or autonomy$.tw,kf. or (without adj5 superv$).tw,kf. (36610)

15 (entrust$ or superv$ or independent$).ti. or (entrust$ or superv$ or independent$).ab. /freq=2 (291149)
16  (perform$ adj5 (entrust$ or superv$ or autonom$)).tw,kf. (4659)
17  (multi$ adj5 feedback$).tw,kf. (2588)
18  ((technical$ or operative$ or surgical$ or task$ specific$) adj3 skill$).ti. or
    ((technical$ or operative$ or surgical$ or task$ specific$) adj3 skill$).ab. /freq=3 (2530)
19  ((judgement$ or autonomy$ or entrust$ or superv$ or independent$ or feedback$)
    and ((technical$ or operative$ or surgical$ or task$ specific$) adj3 skill$)).tw,kf. (2050)
20  or/10-19 (344620)
21  9 and 20 (5013)
22  *educational measurement/ or *self-evaluation programs/ or *test taking skills/
    (19122)
23  (scale$1 or check-list$ or checklist$ or instrument$ or tool$1 or leaflet$).ti. or
    (scale$1 or check-list$ or checklist$ or instrument$ or tool$1 or leaflet$).ab. /freq=2
    (650522)
24  23 and (exam$ or evaluat$ or assess$ or measure$).tw,kf. (425920)
25  (exam$ or evaluat$ or assess$ or measure$).ti. or (exam$ or evaluat$ or assess$ or
    measure$).ab. /freq=2 (5185693)
26  25 and (scale$1 or check-list$ or checklist$ or instrument$ or tool$1 or leaflet$).tw,kf.
    (780872)
27  22 or 24 or 26 (919134)
28  1 and 8 and 20 and 27 (1584)
29  limit 28 to english language (1558)
30  validation studies/ or exp "Surveys and Questionnaires"/st or st.fs. or
    validat$.tw,kf,kw. (1353001)
31  ((exam$ or evaluat$ or assess$ or measure$) and (scale$1 or check-list$ or
    checklist$ or instrument$ or tool$1 or leaflet$)).ti. (44261)
32  or/30-31 (1382148)
33  29 and 32 (855)

**********************************************************************
Appendix 8. Background document for consensus group

Consensus Group Background Document	October 11th, 2021

Assessment in Surgery

As a starting point to stimulate your thoughts on the Nominal Question, here is some background information on competency and assessment tools used by surgical programs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ACGME Core Competencies(^{10})</th>
<th>CanMEDs Roles(^{11})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patient Care</td>
<td>Medical expert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical knowledge</td>
<td>Communicator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practice-based learning and improvement</td>
<td>Collaborator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interpersonal and communication skills</td>
<td>Professional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professionalism</td>
<td>Leader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systems-based practice</td>
<td>Scholar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Health advocate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Competency in surgery can be broadly categorized into Technical Skills and Non-Technical Skills.\(^{12-14}\) Non-Technical skills can be further divided into social skills (communication, teamwork, leadership), cognitive skills (decision making, situational awareness) and personal resource factors (ability to cope with stress and fatigue).\(^{12}\)

Examples of Assessment Tools Used in Surgical Residency

- Ottawa Surgical Competency Operating Room Evaluation (O-SCORE)\(^{2}\)
  - Assessment of pre-procedural plan, case preparation, knowledge of procedural steps, technical performance, visuospatial skills, post-procedure plan, efficiency and flow, communication
- Ottawa Clinical Assessment Tool (OCAT)\(^{3}\)
  - Assessment of history, physical, case presentation, differential diagnosis, management plan, patient/family communication, documentation within clinic, collaboration, time management, technical skills, situational awareness
- On-Call Assessment Tool (OCAT)\(^{15}\)
  - Assessment of history documentation, exam documentation, assessment and plan, consultation promptness, resident’s perceived urgency rating
  - Of note, the development of this tool was specific to ophthalmology and not based on assessment development principles
- Multi-Source Feedback Questions\(^{16}\)
  - Assessment of physician overall clinical performance, professionalism skills

There are a few other aspects that will be important to keep in mind during the meeting:
1. The tool will be completed in clinic at the post-encounter visit between the on-call staff and patient (i.e., not immediately post encounter)
2. The tool is intended to be generalizable and be applicable to multiple surgical specialties and potentially broader.
3. Consider aspects of competency that can be uniquely examined on-call and may not be captured as well in other environments (e.g., the operating room or clinic)

Thanks, and please reach out with any questions in advance of our meeting.
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Appendix 9. Email explanation of assessment triggering process

On-Call Assessment Tool Triggering

There are 3 methods of triggering completion of the on-call assessment tool:

1. Email completion of fillable pdf form
   - Either forward email from me or send a copy of the pdf to the staff member you were on call with
   - Please include patient MRN and presentation within the email as well as
2. Completion of printed copy in clinic
   - Currently available at UH, will provide copies for St. Joseph’s and VH clinic spaces
   - Forward email from me or send request to staff by text/email, include patient MRN and presentation
3. New innovations
   - There is now the option of triggering an assessment on New Innovations
   - Select “Request an Evaluation”, and choose staff
   - Click “Change” to input date of patient assessment
   - Click “Add Message” and include patient MRN and presentation for identification
Appendix 10. Interview guide

Interview Questions

Introduction

Thank you for taking the time to meet with me today. The purpose of this meeting is to talk about your experience with the on-call assessment tool and investigate your thoughts on supervision and education on-call.

The interview should take between 30 and 60 minutes. I will be audio-recording the session because I do not want to miss any of your comments. All responses will be kept confidential. Your responses and the audio-recording will only be shared with the research team and a professional transcription service. We will ensure any identifying information is removed and the transcripts are anonymized.

Do you have any questions about any of this?

Are you willing to participate in the interview?

Resident Questions

1. What do you think the educational impact of being on-call is?
   a. Is the learning from an on-call shift different from during daytime hours?
2. What contributes to better learning on call?
3. What are potential barriers to learning on call?
4. What role does the staff supervisor overnight play in learning on-call?
   a. What are the attributes of an effective supervisor overnight?
5. What was your experience with the feedback tool?
6. Was the process of using the tool feasible?
7. Was there a difference in the feedback you received after implementation of the tool?
   - Additional prompts
     o Change in quality of feedback?
     o Change in amount of feedback?
     o Did it help drive learning?
       - What part of it helped?
         i. Knowing the encounter would be assessed?
         ii. Getting the feedback itself?
         iii. Self-reflection afterwards?
8. Are there limitations to the feedback tool?
9. Any negative consequences of using the tool?
10. Do you think there’s a difference in feedback given through this tool indirectly vs directly in person or over the phone?
11. Is there anything you would change about the tool or the process of using the tool?

Version 1
2022-01-01
Interview Questions

Staff Questions

Section 1
1. What do you think the educational impact of being on-call is?
   a. Do autonomy and independence play a role in learning on call?
      i. Is there a change from autonomy and independence during daytime hours?
2. What contributes to better learning on call?
3. What is a barrier to learning on call?
4. What role does the staff supervisor overnight play in learning on-call?
5. Does the educational impact of call or your learning objectives change over time in residency when moving from a more junior to senior resident?
6. What was your experience with the feedback tool?
7. Was using the tool feasible?
8. Did you have any specific concerns about any of the items or parts of the tool?
   a. E.g., clarity of items, not useful, not each to grade, etc.
9. What were your thoughts on the scale we used?
   a. E.g., was it easy to differentiate between a lower level on scale and upper level?
   b. Did you feel comfortable giving out low scores on the scale? Why or why not?
10. Do you think completing the tool made an impact on your feedback for residents?
11. How does this form compare to other EPAs you complete for residents?
12. Are there limitations to the feedback tool?
13. Any negative consequences of using the tool?
14. Is there anything else you would change about the tool or the process of using the tool?

Closing

Is there anything else you would like to add?

The next steps will be having the audio transcribed and to conduct an analysis of the transcription. I appreciate you taking the time to speak to me.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Appendix 11. CanMEDs role definitions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Communicator</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As communicators, physicians form relationships with patients and their families that facilitate the gathering and sharing of essential information for effective health care.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Collaborator</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As collaborators, physicians work effectively with other health care professionals to provide safe, high-quality, patient-centered care.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Leader</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As leaders, physicians engage with others to contribute to a vision of a high-quality health care system and take responsibility for the delivery of excellent patient care through their activities as clinicians, administrators, scholars, or teachers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Health Advocate</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As Health Advocates, physicians contribute their expertise and influence as they work with communities or patient populations to improve health. They work with those they serve to determine and understand needs, speak on behalf of others when required, and support the mobilization of resources to effect change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Professional</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As Professionals, physicians are committed to the health and well-being of individual patients and society through ethical practice, high personal standards of behaviour, accountability to the profession and society, physician-led regulation, and maintenance of personal health.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Scholar</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As Scholars, physicians demonstrate a lifelong commitment to excellence in practice through continuous learning and by teaching others, evaluating evidence, and contributing to scholarship.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Medical expert</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integration of the other 6 intrinsic CanMEDs roles</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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